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ABSTRACT
The fourth NASA space shuttle flight incorporating redesigned solid rocket motors began on 4 May
1989, at 2:47 p.m. EDT, following an aborted launch attempt on 28 April. The flight motors were
designated 360Q004A (left-hand) and 360H004B (right-hand); the mission was designated STS-30R.
As has been the case on all previous redesigned solid rocket motor launches, overall motor
performance was excellent.
As a result of the elimination of developmental flight instrumentation, complete verification
of all ballistic contract end item specification parameters could not be accomplished. However, the
low sample rate data that were available showed exceptional propulsion performance. All ballistic
and mass property parameters closely matched the predicted values and were well within the
required contract end item specification levels that could be assessed. No strain, vibration, or aft
skirt heating environments could be addressed due to developmental flight instrumentation
deletion.
Evaluation of the ground environment instrumentation showed that on-pad local
environments were more indicative of April conditions than of May. Some outward cooling effects
were noticed (2.5 ° to 3.5°F) and were attributed to external tank cryogenics and the easterly wind
condition. No launch commit criteria thermal violations were observed, and all field and igniter
joint heaters performed adequately and as expected. Also, no evidence of circumferential
temperature gradients in the aft skirt region (which had previously been seen on 360L003 and
360L002) was detected.
Infrared readings from the shuttle thermal imager were considered very good when
compared to ground environment instrumentation readings taken during both the aborted and
actual countdowns. However, hand-held infrared gun reading/ground environment instrumentation
comparisons were considered poor during both countdowns, with the exception of the T - 3-hr
timeframe during the actual launch.
Postflight inspection again verified superior performance of the insulation, phenolics, metal
parts, and seals. All combustion gas was contained by the insulation in the field and case-to-nozzle
joints. Inadequate parachute performance on the left-hand booster caused high splashdown loads,
which resulted in a displaced nozzle and factory joint weatherseal unbond anomalies.
Recommendations were made concerning improved thermal modeling and measurements, as well
as to incorporate developmental flight instrumentation on future flights. The rationale for these
recommendations, the dispositions of all anomalies, and complete result details are contained in
this report.
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INTRODUCTION
Solid rocket booster (SRB) ignition command time for flight motor set 360T004 was given at
89:124:18:46:59.011 GMT (approximately 2:47 p.m. EST) on 4 May 1989 at Kennedy Space Center
(KSC), Florida. This flight was the 29th space shuttle mission (mission designation STS-30R) and
the fourth redesigned solid rocket motor (RSRM) flight. The individual motor identification
numbers were 360Q004A (left-hand (LH)) and 360H004B (right-hand (RH)), indicating the cases
were quarter and half weights, respectively. The aft segment that was originally scheduled to fly
on the RH motor was switched with the Qualification Motor No. 8 (QM-8) static test motor aft
segment due to insulation-to-insulation unbonds that were determined to be excessive for flight but
not for static testing. Additional case configuration details are addressed in Section 4.2.
This volume (Volume I) of this report contains the Thiokol Flight Evaluation Working
Group (FEWG) inputs submitted to United Space Boosters, Inc. (USBI) for incorporation into the
shuttle prime contractors' FEWG report (Document MSFC-RPT-1576). An executive summary of
the entire RSRM flight set performance and a one-to-one correlation of conclusions by objectives
(and contract end item (CEI) paragraphs) are also included in this report. The detailed component
volumes of this report (and the approximate timeline for volume release from the launch date) are
listed in Table 1-1.
The subsections of this report volume that were submitted to USBI as part of the FEWG
report are so designated with the FEWG report paragraph number.
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Table I-1. Component Volume ReleaseSchedule
Volume Component Description
System overview
II Case
IH Insulation
IV Seals
V Nozzle
Int#rimR_lease
NA
45 days after last field
joint demate at KSC
Hangar AF
45 days after last field
joint demate at KSC
Hangar AF
45 days after last internal
nozzle joint demate
45 days after final nozzle
joint disassembly
VI Igniter NA
VII Joint protection NA
system (heater)
VIII Systems tunnel NA
IX Instrumentation* NA
X Performance and mass NA
properties
XI Dynamics** NA
(reconstructed loads
evaluation)
FinalRelease
Approximately60
working days after
launch
45 days after washout
of last segment at
Clearfield H-7
45 days after last
factory joint disassembly
at Clearfield H-7
45 days after last
factory joint disassembly
at Clearfield H-7
90 days after final
nozzle liner char and
erosion measurements
30 days after igniter
disassembly at
Clearfield H-7
60 days afterlaunch
60 days afterlaunch
60 days afterlaunch
60 days afterlaunch
60 days after receipt of
reconstructed loads
*There is no component instrumentation volume (Volume IX) for motor set 360T004. All
instrumentation information is contained in Volume I (this volume)
**Dynamics volume applicable only to DFI flights (360L001 through 360L003)
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The fourth Thiokol RSRM flight test objectives were derived from the fourth flight test summary
sheet of the Design and Verification (D&V) Plan (TWR-15723C), and are listed here as contained
in the engineering requirements document for RSRM fourth flight (TWR-19071). They are
intended to satisfy the requirements of CPW1-3600A (including Addendum G) as listed in
parentheses below:
Qualification Test Objectives
A. Verify that the thrust-time performance falls within the requirements of the nominal thrust-
time curve (3.2.1.1.2.1, Table 1).
B. Certify that the measured motor performance parameters, when corrected to a 60°F
propellant mean bulk temperature (PMBT), fall within the nominal value, tolerance, and
limits for individual flight motors (3.2.1.1.2.2, Table 2).
C. Certify that the thrust-time curve complies with impulse requirements (3.2.1.1.2.4).
D. Certify that specified temperatures are maintained in the case-to-nozzle joint region
(3.2.1.2.1.0.
E. Verify that the safety and arming (S&A) devices perform as required using the specified
power supply (3.2.1.6.1.2).
F. Verify that the operational flight instrumentation (OFI) is capable of launch readiness
checkout after the ground system has been connected on the launch pad (3.2.1.6.2).
G. Certify the proper operation of the operational pressure transducer (OPT) during flight
(3.2.1.6.2.1).
Verify that the flex bearing system is reusable (3.2.1.9.c).
Verify that the systems tunnel properly: 1) attaches to the case, 2) accommodates the
government-furnished equipment (GFE) and linear shaped charge (LSC), and 3) provides
OFI, ground environmental instrumentation (GEI) and heater cables (3.2.1.10.1).
Certify the performance of the field joint heater and the sensor assembly so it maintains the
case field joint at 75°F minimum. Field joints shall not exceed 130°F (3.2.1.11.a).
Certify that each field joint heater assembly meets all performance requirements
(3.2.1.11.1.2).
H.
I.
J,
K.
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L. Demonstrate isolation of subsystem anomalies if required on fourth flight (360T004)
hardware (3.2.3.3).
M. Demonstrate the RSRM capability of assembly/disasaembly in both the vertical and
horizontal positions (3.2.5.1).
N. Demonstrate assembly and verification of the SRB prior to external tank (ET) mating
(3.2.5.4).
O. Demonstrate that the RSRM and its components are capable of being transported to and
from fabrication, test, operational launch, recovery/retrieval, and the refurbishment sites
(3.2.8).
P. Demonstrate the remove and replace capability of the functional line replaceable unit
(LRU) (3.4.1).
Q. Certify that the ignition interval is between 202 and 262 ms with a 40-ms environmental
delay after ignition command (3.2.1.1.1.1).
R. Certify that the pressure rise rate meets specification requirements (3.2.1.1.1.2).
S. Certify that the motor thrust differential meets specification requirements (3.2.1.1.2.3).
Test Objectives by Inspection
Perform the following required postflight inspections and demonstrations:
A. Inspect all RSRM seals for performance (3.2.1.2).
B. Inspect the seals for satisfactory operation within the specified temperature range that
results from natural and induced environments (3.2.1.2.1.b).
C. Inspect the factory joint insulation for accommodation to structural deflections and erosion
(3.2.1.2.2.a).
D. Inspect the factory joint insulation for operation within the specified temperature range
(3.2.1.2.2.b).
E. Verify that at least one virgin ply of insulation exists over the factory joint at the end of
motor operation (3.2.1.2.2.d).
F. Verify that no leakage occurred through the insulation (3.2.1.2.2.e).
G. Verify that the flex bearing seals operates within the specified temperature range
(3.2.1.2.3.b).
H. Verify that the flex bearing maintained a positive gas seal between its internal components
(3.2.1.2.3.d).
I. Verify that the ignition system seals operate within the specified temperature range
(3.2.1.2.4.b).
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J. Verify that the internal seals and exit cone field joint seals operate within the specified
temperature range (3.2.1.2.5.b).
I_ Inspect the risers for damage or cracks that would degrade the pressure holding capability of
the case (3.2.1.3.c).
L. Inspect the case segment mating joints for the pin retention device (3.2.1.3.g).
M. Inspect the flex bearing for damage due to water impact (3.2.1.4.6).
N. Inspect the nozzle for the presence of the environmental protection plug (3.2.1.4.7.a).
O. Verify that the environmental protection plug will withstand space shuttle main engine
(SSME) shutdown, if incurred (3.2.1.4.7.b).
P. Inspect the aft exit cone severance ordnance ring for the presence of the government-
furnished detonator cartridge (3.2.1.4.12.1).
Q. Inspect the aft exit cone severance ordnance cable and brackets for installation (3.2.1.4.12.4)
R. Verify the performance of the nozzle liner (3.2.1.4.13).
S. Inspect the ignition system seals for evidence of hot gas leakage (3.2.1.5.a).
T. Verify that the S&A device has the capability to provide direct visual position indication in
both the safe and armed positions (3.2.1.5.1.f).
U. Verify the use of two GFE solid rocket motor (SRM) ignition initiators (SII) in the S&A
device (3.2.1.5.1.1).
V. Inspect the igniter for evidence of debris formation or damage (3.2.1.5.2).
W. Verify that the GEI can monitor the temperature of the SRBs while on the ground at the
pad (3.2.1.6.2.3).
X. Inspect the seals for visible degradation from motor combustion gas (3.2.1.8.1.1.d).
Y. Verify by inspection that the insulation met all performance requirements (3.2.1.8.1.1.e).
A. Inspect insulation material for shedding of fibrous or particulate matter (3.2.1.8.1.1.f).
AA. Inspect the joint insulation for evidence of slag accumulation (3.2.1.8.1.1.g).
AB. Inspect the thermal protection system (TPS) to insure that there was no environmental
damage to the RSRM components (3.2.1.8.2).
AC. Inspect for thermal damage to the igniter chamber and the adapter metal parts (3.2.1.8.3).
AD. Verify that the case components are reusable (3.2.1.9.a).
AE. Verify that the nozzle metal parts are reusable (3.2.1.9.b).
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AF. Verify through flight demonstration and a postflight inspection that the flex bearing is
reusable (3.2.1.9.c).
AG. Verify that the igniter components are reusable (3.2.1.9.d).
AH. Verify by inspection that the S&A device is reusable (3.2.1.9.e).
AI. Verify by inspection that the OPTs are reusable (3.2.1.9.0.
AJ. Inspect the case factory joint external seal for moisture (3.2.1.12).
AIC Inspect the hardware for damage or anomalies as identified by the failure modes effects
analyses (FMEA) (3.2.3).
AL. Determine the adequacy of the design safety factors, relief provisions, fracture control, and
safe-life and/or fail-safe characteristics (3.2.3.1).
AM. Determine the adequacy of subsystem redundancy and fail-safe requirements (3.2.3.2).
AN. Verify that storage/age control monitoring of the RSRM and its subsystems is being
accomplished (3.2.9.2).
AO. Inspect the identification numbers of each reusable RSRM part and material for traceability
(3.3.1.5).
AP. Verify the structural safety factor of the case-to-insulation bond (3.3.6.1.1.2.a).
AQ. Verify by inspection the remaining insulation thickness of the case insulation (3.3.6.1.2.2,
3.3.6.1.2.3, 3.3.6.1.2.4, 3.3.6.1.2.6).
AR. Verify by inspection the remaining nozzle ablative thicknesses (3.3.6.1.2.7).
AS. Verify the nozzle safety factors (3.3.6.1.2.8).
AT. Inspect metal parts for presence of stress corrosion (3.3.8.2.b).
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3
RESULTS SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
3.1 RESULTS SUMMARY
This section contains an executive summary of the key results from the flight data evaluation and
postflight inspection. Additional information and details can be found in the referenced report
sections or in the separate component volumes of this report.
3.1.1 In-Flight Anomalies
Three in-flight anomalies (IFA) relating to RSRM motor set 360T004 were identified. They are
summarized below.
MSFC IFA No.
Problem Title/
Description
CorrectiveAction
Closure
STS-30-M-1 Factory joint weatherseal
adhesive unbonds between
the case and Chemlok* 205
primer on the: a) LH aft
stiffener-to-stiffener, b) LH
aft stiffener-to-dome, and
c) LH forward center
factory joints.
Adhesive strengthwas
reduced due to unusual
casesmoothness--
contaminationwas not a
contributingfactor--actual
unbonding was a resultof
splashdown loads.Verifya
minimum 70/_in. R case
surfaceroughness on future
motors to ensure optimum
adhesivestrength.
STS-30-M-2 Nick and/or gouge at 285
deg on LH igniter outer
gasket secondary seal.
Noted during postflight
hardware inspection. No
history on this type of
anomaly.
Cut believed to have
occurred during final
assembly from inadequate
gasket handling/packaging/
storage and inspection.
Improved handling/
assembly procedures and
tighter inspections will
eliminate future occurrence.
STS-30-M-3 LH SRM nozzlesupport
ringwas displacedforward
and wedged intosnubber
assembly,preventingnozzle
from returningto null
position.
Damage was caused by
higher than normal water
impact loads due to
excessive SRB descent/
splashdown velocity (as a
result of SRB parachute
anomaly).
The dispositions and closeout statements of all the IFAs are included in Section 4.1. None were
considered to be flight constraints.
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3.1.2 Mass Properties
All actual propellant weights varied by less than 0.13 percent from the predicted values, with the
average variation being 0.02 percent. All SRM weight values were well within the CEI
specification limits, as also has been the case on all previous RSRM motor sets. Complete mass
property values are included in Section 4.3 of this volume and Volume X of this report.
3.1.3 Propulsion Performance (ballistics)
3.1.3.1 .propellant Burn Rates/Specific Impulse. The delivered burn rate for flight motors
360Q004A and 360H004B was 0.3713 in./sec and 0.3714 in./sec (at 71°F and 625 psia),
respectively, which was 0.0003 in.\sec greater than predicted for the LH and 0.0011 less than
predicted for the RH. The reconstructed vacuum specific impulse value was 267.6 lbf.sec/lbm at
71°F for both motors, which was within 0.3 percent of the predicted value of 268.3 lbf, secflbm.
3.1.3.2 CEI Specification Values. All impulse values, time parameters, and pressure and thrust
levels (all corrected to 60°F) again showed excellent agreement with the motor nominal
performance requirements. Actual value variations from the allowable CEI specification limits
were all within 2 percent, significantly less than the allowable 3-sigma variation. Thrust imbalance
was also well within the specification limits for the required time periods.
Due to the elimination of DFI, no high sample rate pressure data were available. Therefore,
the CEI specification requirement to verify ignition interval, pressure rise rate, and ignition time
thrust imbalance could not be addressed. A complete evaluation of all ballistic parameters is
included in Section 4.4.
3.1.4 S&A Device
The S&A device safe-to-arm rotation times were all within the minimum 2-sec requirement dunng
both the actual and abol_ed launch attempts. (The arm-to-safe rotation times during the abort
were also within the required time period.) The actual times, as recorded on the S&A device
gages, are included in Section 4.10.4.
3.1.5 Ascent Loads and Structural Dynamics
Due to the elimination of DFI on motor set 360T004, no evaluation of the RSRM loading or
vibration characteristics is possible.
3.1.6 External TPS/Joint Heater Evaluation
Postflight assessment results stated all TPS components to be in very good to excellent condition,
with typical flight heat effects and erosion. National Space and Transpol_tation System (NSTS)
debris criteria for all missing TPS was not violated.
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All heatersperformedas expectedthroughoutthe requiredoperatingperiods,includingthe
LH forwardfieldjointprimary heater.(The LH forwardsecondaryheaterwas not to be activated,
as ithad previouslyfailedthe dielectricwithstandingvoltage(DWV) test.)A detailedTPS and
heaterevaluationisin Section4.8ofthisvolume.
3.1.7 Aero/Thermal Evaluation
3.1.7.1On-Pad LocalEnvironments/Thermal Model Verification.The on-pad localenvironments
were more indicativeofAprilconditions(64°to 78°F)than ofMay (69° to81°F),with the
ambient temperaturesrangingfrom 62° to 78°F. Windspeeds were closeto predictedvalues,with
the directionprimarilyfrom the east-southeast--closeto the historicalsoutheastdirection.
No extreme outward coolingeffectsfrom ET cryogenicloadingwere noted--onlyminor
chilling(2.5° to 3.5°F)on the inboardregionof360H004B (RH).
3.1.7.2Launch Commit Criteria/InfraredReadings. No launchcommit criteria(LCC) thermal
violationswere noted;allfieldand igniterjointheatersperformed adequatelyand as expected.No
evidenceofcircumferentialtemperaturegradientsin the aftskirtregion,which had previously
been seen on 360L003 and 360L002 (STS-29R and -27R),was noted.
Infrared(IR)readingsfrom the shuttlethermal imager (STI)were consideredverygood
when compared to GEl readingstaken duringboth the abortedand actualcountdowns. Variation
was lessthan 2°F usingthe portableand rotatingservicestructure(RSS) stationarySTI.
However, hand-heldIR gun reading/GElcomparisonswere consideredpoor duringboth
countdowns,with the exceptionofthe T -3-hrtimeframe duringthe actuallaunch.
No thermal evaluationofthe aftskirtarea (ashas been done on RSRM FlightsI through
3)was possibledue to DFI elimination.A completeaero/thermalevaluationisin Section4.8.
3.1.8 Instrumentation
Of the 108 GEl measurements, 106 (98 percent)performedproperlythroughoutthe prelaunch
phase. (AllGEl are disconnectedby breakaway umbilicalsat SRB ignitionand are not operative
duringflight.)AllOPTs functionedproperlyduringflightand successfullypassedthe prelaunch
calibration checks. A complete discussion of GEI and all instrumentation is in Section 4.10 of this
report.
3.1.9 Postflight Hardware Assessment
3.1.9.1 Insulation. Postflight evaluation again verified excellent insulation performance, showing
that the insulation effectively contained the motor combustion gas in the two case-to-nozzle joints
and six field joints. None of the internal acreage insulation showed evidence of gas paths or other
severe erosion. No clevis edge separations of recordable size were detected. Some factory joint
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weather"=e_Ison the LH aftsegment and forwardcentersegment were damaged at splashdown (see
IFA STS-30-M-1);allremainingexternalinsulationwas in good condition.A completeinsulation
evaluationisin Section4.11.1ofthisvolume and Volume IIIofthisreport.
3.1.9.2Case. Overall,thisflightexhibitedfrettingof a lessermagnitude than 360L003 (STS-29),
althoughfrettingwas observedon fiveofthe sixfieldjoints.The deepestpitmeasured was 0.007
inch.
AllthreeLH motor stiffenerstubsand segments experiencedsome outerligamentcracks
and missingor broken bolts.(Therewere fourcrackspriortothisflight,and fournew cracks
formed duringthisflight.)Excessivesplashdownloadsdue to improper parachuteoperationmay
have contributedtothe crackingofthe LH stub. The RH stiffenerringsrevealedno noticeable
damage upon removal ofthe stiffenerstubs.
No damage tothe ET attachstubson eithermotor was observed.A completeevaluationof
the casecomponents can be found in Section4.11.2ofthisvolume and Volume IIofthisreport.
3.2.9.3Seals.Allinternalsealsperformedwell,with no heateffects,erosion,or hot gas leakage
evident. Some assembly damage to the LH igniteroutergasketsecondarysealdid occur (seeIFA
STS-30-M-2). No motor pressurereachedthe fieldor case-to-nozzlejointseal.A complete seals
evaluationisinSection4.11.3ofthisvolume and Volume IV ofthisreport.
3.2.9.4Nozzle/ThrustVectorControlPerformance. Both nozzlesperformed as expectedduring
flight,and postflightevaluationshowed typicalsmooth and uniform erosionprofiles.The
360Q004A (LH) nozzleexperiencedhighimpact loadsdue to improper parachutedeployment (see
IFA STS-30-M-3). The snubber assemblywas displacedabout 10 in.forward,with portions
wedged againstthe bearingaftend ring.Attempts to "de-snub"the nozzleat KSC were
unsuccessful;disassemblywas completedat ClearfieldH-7. A completeevaluationofboth RSRM
nozzlesisin Section4.11.4ofthisvolume and Volume V ofthisreport.
3.2 CONCLUSIONS
Listedbelow are the conclusionsas they relatespecificallyto the objectivesand CEI paragraphs.
Also includedwith the conclusionisthe reportsection(inparenthesis)where additional
information can be found.
Ob.]ective CEI Paragraph Conclusions
3.2.1.1.2.1(seenominal
thrust-time curve)
Certifythat the thrust-time
performancefallswithin the
requirements of the nominal
thrust-time curve.
Certified. The thrust-time
performance was within the
nominal thrust-time curve
(Figure 4.4-1.).
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Ob,iective
Certifythatthe measured
motor performance
parameters,when corrected
to a 60°F PMBT, fallwithin
the nominal value,tolerance,
and limitsforindividual
flightmotors.
Certify that the thrust-time
curve complies with impulse
requirements.
Certify that specified
temperatures are maintained
in the case-to-nozzle joint
region.
Certify that the ignition
interval is between 202 and
262 ms, with a 40 ms
environmentaldelayafter
ignitioncommand.
Certify that the pressure rise
rate meets specification
requirements,
CEI Paragmvh
3.2.1.1.2.2
The delivered performance
valuesforeach individual
motor when correctedto a
60°F PMBT shallnot exceed
the limitsspecified...
3.2.1.1.2.4
Impulse Gates.
Time Total Impulse
(sec) (10E6 lb-sec)
20 63.1 minimum
60 172.9-1% +3%
Action time (AT)
293.8 minimum
3.2.1.2.1.f
Case-to-nozzle joint O-rings
shall be maintained within
the temperature range as
specified in ICD 2-0A002
(75°-120°F).
3.2.1.1.1.1 The ignition
interval shall be between 202
and 262 ms with a 40 ms
environmental delay after
ignition command to the SII
in the S&A device up to a
point at which the headend
chamber pressure has built
up to 563.5 psia.
3.2.1.1.1.2
The maximum rateof
pressurebuildupshallbe
115.9psiforany 10-ms
intervai.
Conclusions
Partiailycertified.All
measurable motor perform-
ance valueswere wellwithin
the specificationrequire-
ments. (Tables4.4-2and 4.4-
3.)The ignitionintervaland
riseratescouldnot be
measured due to DFI
elimination.
Certified. The nominai
thrust-time curve values are
listed below.
Time Value
(sec) LH R__H_H
20 65.42 65.42
60 174.71 174.73
AT 296.20 296.10
(Table 4.4-1)
Certified.Temperature
rangesin the case-to-nozzle
jointregionare listedbelow.
RH 82°. 90°F
LH 80" -65°F
(Table4.8-4)
Unable to certify due to DFI
elimination (high sample
rate pressure transducer).
Unable to certifydue to DFI
elimination(highsample
ratepressuretransducers).
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Objective
Certify that the motor thrust
differential meets
specification requirements.
Certifythatthe S&A devices
perform as requiredusing
the specifiedpower supply.
Certify that the OFI is
capable of launch readiness
checkout after the ground
system has been connected
on the launch pad.
Certifyproperoperationof
the OPT duringflight.
Certify that the flex bearing
system is reusable.
CEI Paraeravh
3.2.L1.2.3
With a maximum PMBT
difference of 1.4°F between
the two RSRMs on a shuttle
vehicle,the differential
thrustbetween the two
RSRMs shall not be greater
than the values given in
Table ILl at any time during
the periods shown. These
differentials are applicable
over PMBT range of +40 °
to + 90°F.
&2.L&I.2
Power Supply. The S&A
device shall meet all
performance
requirements....in accordance
with ICD 3-44005.
3.2.1.6.2
Instrumentation.
The OFI shall be capable of
launch readiness checkout
afterground system
connectionon the launch
pad.
3.2.1.6.2.1
The OPT shall monitor the
chamber pressure of the
RSRMs over the range from
0 to 1,050 _+/15 psi. They
shalloperatein accordance
with ICD 3-44005...
3.2.1.9.c
Flex bearing system--
Reinforced shims and end
rings, elastomer materials.
Conclusions
Unable to certifydue to DFI
elimination(high sample
ratepressuretransducers).
Certified. The rotation and
arming times of both S&A
devices were within the
required limits. (Section
4.10).
Certified. The 0 percent and
75 percent calibration checks
of the OFI verified launch
readinessafterground
system connectionon the
launch pad (Section4.10).
Certified.The OPTs
properlymonitoredthe
chamber pressureand
operated in accordance with
ICD 3-44005. Recorded
pressure data and values are
discussed in Section 4.4.
Cannot be completely
certified (at this time). All
flex bearing previous use
history is in Section 4.2.
The 360Q004A (LH) nozzle
suffered high splashdown
loads due to improper chute
deployment. Detailed
evaluation is not possible
until after flex bearing
acceptance testing is
completed. Preliminary
evaluationindicatedno
anomalieswith the
360H004B (RH) flexbearing
system.
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Objective
Certify that the systems
tunnel properly: (1) attaches
to the case, (2) accommo-
dates the GFE and LSC, and
(3) provides OFI, GEI, and
heater cables.
Certify the performance of
the field joint heater and the
sensor assembly so it
maintains the case field joint
at 75°F minimum. Field
joints shall not exceed
130°F.
Certify that each field joint
heater assembly meets all
performance requirements.
Demonstrate isolation of
subsystem anomalies if
required on fourth flight
(360T004) hardware.
Demonstrate RSRM
capability of
assembly/disassembly in
both the vertical and
horizontal positions.
CEI Paragraph
3.2.1.10.1
When exposed to the
thermal environments of
3.2.7.2, the tunnel floorplates
and tunnel cables will be
maintained at a temperature
at or below that specified in
ICD 3-44002.
3.2.1.11.a
The case field joint external
heater and sensor assembly
shall maintain the case field
joint O-ring seals between
75° and 120°F at launch...
3.2.1.11.1.2
Power Supply. Each field
joint external heater
assembly shall meet all
performance requirements...
as defined in ICD 3-44005.
3.2.3.3
Isolation of anomalies of
time-critical functions shall
be provided such that a
faulty subsystem element
can be deactivatedwithout
disruptingitsown or other
subsystems.
3.2.5.1
The RSRM shall be
capable of assembly/disas-
sembly in both the vertical
and horizontal positions.
The RSRM shall be capable
of vertical assembly in a
manner to meet the
alignment criteria of
USBI-10183-0022 without a
requirement for optical
equipment.
Conclusions
Certified.Postflight
evaluationshowed no
evidenceofheat damage to
the systems tunnelor
adjacentcork,cables,and
seams (Table4.8.3).Proper
caseattachment and
accommodation ofthe GFE,
LSC, and cablingwere also
verified.A detailedsystems
tunnelevaluationisin
Volume VIIIofthisreport.
Certified. The joint heaters
maintained all field joints
between 89 ° and 108°F
during the prelaunch period
(Table 4.8.4).
Certified. All the field joint
external heaters met all the
performance requirements
(Section 4.8.3).
No subsystem anomalies of
time-critical functions were
detected on flight set
360T004.
RSRM vertical assembly in
accordance with USBI-10183-
0022 was demonstrated in
the vehicle assembly building
prior to pad rollout. No
vertical disassembly was
required. Postflight
horizontal disassembly was
accomplished at the Hangar
AF and H-7 (Clearfield,
Utah) facilities.
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Objective
Demonstrate assembly and
verification of the SRB prior
to ET mating.
Demonstrate that the RSRM
and its components are
capable of being transported
to and from fabrication, test,
operational launch,
recovery/retrieval, and
refurbishment sites.
Demonstrate that the RSRM
and its components are
protected against
environments during
transportation and handling.
Demonstrate remove and
replace capability of the
functional LRU.
Certify by inspection all
RSRM seals performance.
Inspect the factory joint
insulation for accommodation
to structural deflections and
erosion.
C,EI Paragraph
3.2.5.4
The RSRM assembly and
verification on the mobile
launch platform (MLP) shall
be required prior to mating
to the ET.
3.2.8
The RSRM and its
component parts .... shall be
capable of being handled and
transported by rail or other
suitable means to and from
fabrication, test, operational
launch, recovery/retrieval,
and refurbishment sites.
3.2.8.c
The RSRM and its
components...are adequately
protected, by passive means,
against natural environments
during transportation and
handling.
3.4.1
The maintenance concept
shall he to "remove and
replace'...in a manner which
will...prevent deterioration of
inherent design levels of
reliability and operating
safety at minimum practical
costs.
3.2.1.2
Redundant, verifiable seals
shall be provided for each
pressure vessel leak path.
Both the primary and
secondary seals shall provide
independent sealing
capability through the entire
ignition transient and motor
burn without evidence of
blowby or erosion.
3.2.1.2.2.a
Sealing shall accommodate
any structural deflections or
erosion which may occur.
Conclusions
Flight motor set 360T004
was success-fully assembled
on the MLP prior to being
mated to the ET.
Flight set 360T004 and its
associated components
demonstratedtransportability
from fabrication in Utah to
launch in Florida, were the
motor set components were
recovered, retrieved, and
transported back to the
refurbishment sites in Utah.
Pre- and postflight inspection
results demonstrated no
damage to motor set
360T004 and its components
as a result of environmental
exposure during
transportation.
No LRU anomalies were
detected on motor set
360T004; therefore, no LRU
changeouts were required.
Certified.No motor
pressurereachedany ofthe
fieldor case-to-nozzlejoint
seals.All sealsthatdid
have motor pressurereach
them showed no evidenceof
heat effect,erosion,or
blowby (Section4.11.3).
The factory joint insulation
remained sealed and
accommodated all deflection
and erosion (Section 4.11.1).
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Objective
Certify that at least one
virgin ply of insulation
remains over factory joint at
end of motor operation.
Certify that the field and
case-to-nozzle joint seals,
factory joint insulation, flex
bearing seals, ignition system
seals, and nozzle internal
seals operate within the
specified temperature range
resulting from natural and
induced environments.
Certifythatno leakage
occurredthrough the
insulation.
Verify by inspection that no
gas leaks occurred between
the flex bearing internal
components.
CEI Paraeravh
3.2.1.2.2.d
The insulation shall provide
one or more virgin ply
coverage at end of motor
operation. The design shall
perform the seal function
throughout SRM operation.
3.2.1.2.1.b Field and
Nozzle/Case Joint Seals...
3.2.1.2.2.b
Factory Joint Insulation...
3.2.1.2.3.b
Flex Bearing Seals...
3.2.1.2.4.b
Ignition System Seals...
3.2.1.2.5.b
Nozzle Internal Seals...
shall be capable of operating
within a temperature range
resulting from all natural
and induced environments
...all manufacturing
processes, and any motor-
induced environments.
3.2.1.2.2.e
The insulation used as a
primary seal shall be
adequate to preclude leaking
through the insulation.
3.2.1.2.3.d
The flex bearing shall
maintain a positive gas seal
between its internal
components.
Conclusions
Certified. Preliminary
inspections indicate adequate
factory joint insulation ply
coverage. (Section 4.11.1)
Detailed insulation inspection
results are in Volume HI of
this report.
Certified. All field joint and
case-to-nozzle joint seals,
ignition system seals, and
internal nozzle seals
operated within all induced
environmentsand showed no
evidenceof heateffects,
erosion,or blowby.(Section
4.11.3.)Evaluationindicates
no anomalieswith the
factoryjointinsulation
(Section4.11.1)or the flex
bearinginternalseals.A
detailedflexbearing
evaluationisin Volume V of
thisreport.
Certified.Preliminary
inspectionshowed no
evidenceof leakagethrough
the factoryjointinsulation
(Section4.11.1)Detailed
postfiightevaluationsare
completedatthe H-7
(Clearfield,Utah) facility.
Detailedresultsare in
Volume UI ofthisreport.
Partially verified.
Preliminary inspection
indicates the flex bearing
maintained a positive seal
within its internal
components. Detailed
inspection to be completed
during flex bearing
acceptance testing.
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Objective
Inspectthe risersfordamage
or cracksthatwould degrade
the pressureholding
capabilityof the case.
Inspect the case segment
mating joints for the pin
retention device.
Inspect the flex bearing for
damage due to water impact.
Inspectthe nozzleforthe
presenceofthe
environmentalprotection
plug.
Certifythatthe
environmentalprotection
plugwillwithstandSSME
shutdown, ifincurred.
CEI Paraeravh
3.2.1.3.c
The case shall contain risers
for attaching the ET/SRB aft
attach ring as defined in ICD
3-44004. The risers
shall be part of the
pressurized section of the
case and shall not degrade
the integrity of the case.
3.2.1.3.g
The case segment mating
joints shall contain a pin
retention device.
3.2.1.4.6
The nozzle assembly shall
incorporate a nozzle
snubbing device suitable for
preventing flex bearing
damage resulting from water
impact and shall not
adversely affect the nozzle
assembly vectoring capability.
3.2.1.4.7.a
The nozzle assembly shall
contain a covering and/or
plug to protect the RSRM...
during storage after
assembly.
3.2.1.4.7.b
The nozzle assembly shall
contain a covering and/or
plug to protect the RSRM...
in the event of an on-pad
SSME shutdown priorto
SRB ignition.
Conclusions
No damage or adverse effects
to the ET attach risers were
noted during post-test
inspection. Preliminary case
inspection results are in
Section 4.11.2, and the final
case evaluation is in Volume
II of this report.
The 360Q004A (LH) aft
factory joint pin retainer
band was stretched due to
high splashdown loads;
however, no pins were lost.
The pin retention devices on
all other joints performed as
designed (Section 4.11.2).
Detailed results are in
Volume II of this report.
Preliminary inspections
indicate no anomalous
conditions on the 360H004B
(RH) flex bearing. However,
the 360Q004A (LH)
snubbing assembly was
damaged and the flex
bearing suffered excessive
splashdown loads due to
SRB parachutefailure.
Finaldamage assessment
(forboth flexbearings)will
not be known untilafter
acceptancetestingis
completed.
Both nozzle assemblies
contained an environmental
protection plug, which burst
into multiple pieces upon
motor ignition.
Not required to certify. No
SSME ignition occurred
during the aborted
countdown, and no SSME
shutdown was required
during the actual launch
sequence.
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Objective
Inspect the aft exit cone
severance ordnance ring for
the presence of the
government-furnished
detonator cartridge.
Inspect the aft exit cone
severance ordnance cable
and brackets for installation.
Certify the performance of
the nozzle liner.
Note: SCN 49 proposes to
change the CEI paragraph
wedgeout requirement from
"greater than 0.250 in. deep"
to "yielda positive margin of
safety".
Inspect the ignition system
seals for evidence of hot gas
leakage.
Certify that the S&A device
has the capability to provide
direct visual position
indication in both the safe
and armed positions.
CEI Para_ravh
3.2.1.4.12.1
The aft exit cone severance
ordnance ring shall use one
government-furuished
detonator cartridge...
3.2.1,4.12.4
The aft exit cone
severance ordnance cable
and brackets shall be
installed in accordance with
the requirements referenced
in ICD 3-44005.
3.2.1.4.13
The nozzle flame front liners
shall prevent the formation
of:
a. pockets greater than
0.250 in. deep (as measured
from the adjacent
non-pocketed areas),
b. wedgeouts greater than
0.250 in. deep,
c. prefire anomalies except
as allowed by TWR-16340.
3.2.1,5.a
The ignition system shall
preclude hot gas leakage
during and subsequent to
motor ignition.
3.2.1.5.1.f
The S&A device shall...
provide direct visual position
indication in both the safe
and armed positions.
Conclusions
A government-furnished
detonator cartridge was
present on the aft exit cone
severance ring. Nominal
severanceofthe nozzleaft
exitcone occurredpriorto
splashdown (Section4.11.4).
The aftexitcone cableand
bracketassembly was
inspected and verified to be
in accordance with ICD-
44005 when the aftexit cone
drawing (1U76039 for motor
set 360T004) was bought off
in the shop traveller by
Quality Assurance.
Certified. No nozzle flame
front liner erosion pockets
greater than 0.25 in. were
noted. All wedgeouts
observed occurred postburn
and do not affectliner
performance. No prefire
anomalieswere found
(Section4.11.4).
The 360Q004A (LH)
adapter-to-igniterouter
gasketforward facesustained
a cut on the secondaryseal
at285 deg (seeIFA STS-30-
M-2 in Section4.1).
However, no pressure
reachedthisseal,and no
ignition system seals,
gaskets,or sealingsurfaces
showed evidenceofheat
effects,erosion,or blowby
(Section4.11.3).
Certified. The S&A device is
designed so that direct visual
position verification is
possible in both the safe and
armed position.
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Ob,iective
Verifythe use oftwo GFE
SIIsinthe S&A device.
Inspectthe igniterfor
evidenceofdebrisformation
or damage.
Certifythatthe GEI can
monitor the temperatureof
the SRBs while on the
ground atthe pad.
Inspectthe sealsforvisible
degradationfrom motor
combustion gas.
Certify by inspection that
the insulation met all
performance requirements.
Inspectinsulationmaterial
forsheddingoffibrousor
particulatematter.
Inspect the joint insulation
for evidence of slag
accumulation.
CEI Paragraph
3.2.1.5.1.1
The S&A device shall...use
two GFE SI_.
3.2.1.5.2
...the igniter hardware and
materials shall not form any
debris...
3.2.1.6.2.3
The GEI shall monitor the
temperature of the SRBs
while on the ground...
3.2.1.8.1.1.d
Insulationshallprotect
primary and secondaryseals
from visibledegradation
from motor combustiongas.
3.2.1.8.1.1.e
The insulation shall...meet
all performance requirements
under worst
manufacturing tolerances
and geometry changes
during and after
assembly and throughout
motor operation.
3.2.1.8.1.1.f
Insulation materials shall not
shed fibrous or particulate
matter during assembly
which could prevent sealing.
3.2.1.8.1.1.g
The joint insulation shall
withstand slag accumulation
during motor operation.
Conclusions
Two GFE SI_ were used in
each S&A device,as specified
in the S&A devicedrawings.
Preliminary indications show
no evidence of any igniter
debris formation. A
complete evaluation is in
Volume VI of this report.
Certified. Extensive
monitoring of the GEI was
done duringthe countdown
to access the SRM thermal
environment and LCC.
Detailed results are
discussed in Section 4.8.
All motor combustion gas
was contained by the
insulation J-leg on the six
field joints and the poly-
sulfide adhesive on the two
cese-to-nozzle joints. No
seals showed evidence of
motor combustion gas
degradation (Section 4.11.1).
Certified.Preliminary
inspectionindicatesthe
insulationmet all the
performance requirements
(Section4.11.1).Detailed
inspectionresultsare in
Volume [] ofthisreport.
No sheddingoffibrousor
particulatematterduring
assembly was detected
(Section4.11.1ofthis
volume and Volume [] of
this report).
No evidence of insulation
damage due to slag
accumulationwas observed
(section4.11.1ofthis
volume and Volume Illof
thisreport).
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Objective
Inspectthe TPS to ensure
thattherewas no
environmentaldamage to the
RSRM components.
Inspectforthermal damage
to the igniterchamber and
the adaptermetal parts.
Certifythatthe case
components are reusable.
Certifythatthe nozzlemetal
partsare reusable.
CEI P_n'aDh
3.2.1.8.2
TPS shall insure that the
mechanical properties of the
RSRM components are not
degradedwhen exposedto
the environments...
3.2.1.8.3
The igniter insulation shall
provide thermal protection
for the main igniterchamber
and adapter metal parts to
ensurethatRSRM operation
doesnot degradetheir
functionalintegrityor make
them unsuitablefor
refurbishment.
3.2.1.9.a
Reusability of...Case--
Cylindrical segments,
stiffener segments, attach
segments,forwardand aft
segments (domes),stiffener
rings,clevisjointpins.
3.2.1.9.b
Reusability of...Nozzle metal
parts--boss attach bolts.
Cqnclusions
Postflight inspection revealed
excellent TPS condition with
no violation of any NSTS
debriscriteria.No thermal
degradationof any RSRM
component was noted
(Section 4.8.3).
Preliminary investigation
revealed no thermal damage
to the igniter due to lack of
insulation functionality.
Igniter details are in Volume
VI of this report.
Cannot be completely
certified at this time. All
case component previous use
history is in Section 4.2. No
damage was noted to any
cylindricalsegments,attach
segments,forward and aft
domes, clevisjointpins,or
the stiffeneringsand
segments on 360H004B
(RH). The 360Q004A (LH)
stiffenersegments and rings
suffereddamage due to
splashdown loads(Section
4.11.2).Reuse criteriaare
not establisheduntilafter
refurbishment.Detailedcase
component inspectionresults
are in Volume IIofthis
report.
Cannot be completely
certified at this time. All
nozzle metal part previous
use history is in Section 4.2.
P_eliminary observations
showed no damage or
corrosion to any nozzle
reusable metal parts (Section
4.11.4). Any nozzle metal
parts that were determined
not to be reusable are
discussed in Volume V of
this report.
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Ob,iective
Certify through flight
demonstration and a
postflight inspection that the
flex bearing is reusable.
Certifythatthe igniter
components are reusable.
Certify by inspection that
the S&A de_ice is reusable.
Certifyby inspectionthat
the OPTs are reusable.
REVISION
CEI P_nh
3.2.1.9.c
Reusability of...flex bearing
system--Reinforced shims
and end rings, elas_mer
materials.
3.2.1.9.d
Reusability of...igniter--
Chamber, adapter, igniter
port, special bolts.
3.2.1.9.e
Reusabilityof...safe& arm
device
3.2.1.9.f
Reusability of...Transducers
DO(: NO.
SEC
Conclusions
Cannot be completely
certified at this time. The
flex bearing previous use
history is in Section 4.2.
The 360Q004A (LH) flex
bearing experienced high
splashdown loads due to
SRB parachute anomalies
and remained in the
snubbed position. No
apparent anomalies were
observed with the 360H004B
(RH) flex bearing (Section
4.11.4). Final reuse criteria
cannot be determined until
after flex bearing acceptance
testing.
Cannot be completely
certified at this time. All
igniter component previous
use history is in Section 4.2.
Preliminary postflight
inspection revealed nothing
that would adversely affect
reuse of any igniter part.
Detailed inspection results
are in Volume VI of this
report.
Cannot be completely
certified at this time. The
S&A device previous use
history is in Section 4.2.
Preliminary postflight
inspection revealed nothing
that would adversely affect
reuse of any S&A device
part. Detailed inspection
results are in Volume VI of
this report.
Cannot be completely
certified at this time. The
OPT previous use history is
in Section 4.2. All pressure
data and preliminary
postflight inspection indicate
no issuesthatwould
adverselyaffectOPT reuse.
FinalOPT reuse criteriaare
establishedafter
refurbishment and
calibration by the metrology
lab.
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Objective
Inspect the case factoryjoint
external seal for moisture.
Inspect the hardware for
damage or anomalies as
identified by the FMEA.
Determine the adequacy of
the design safety factors,
relief provisions, fracture
control, and safe-life and/or
fail-safe characteristics.
Determine the adequacy of
subsystem redundancy and
fail-safe requirements.
Verify that storage/age
control monitoring of the
RSRM and its subsystems is
being accomplished.
CEI Paragraph
3.2.1.12
The factory joint
external seal shall prevent
the prelaunch intrusion of
rain into the factory joints
from the time of assembly of
the segment until launch...
The factory joint seal shall
remain intact through flight
and, as a goal, through
recovery.
3.2.3
The design shall minimize
the probability of failure,
taking into consideration the
potential failure modes
identified and defined by
failure modes effects
analyses.
3.2.3.1
The primal), structure,
thermal protection, and
pressure vessel subsystems
shall be designed to preclude
failure by use of adequate
design safety factors, relief
provisions, fracture control,
and safe-life and/or fail-safe
characteristics.
3.2.3.2
The redundancy
requirements for
subsystems...shall be
established on an
individual subsystem basis,
but shall not be less than
fall-safe...
3.2.9.2
Storage monitoring of the
RSRM and its subsystems
shall require only electrical
grounding and visual
inspection.
Conclusions
The external weatherseal
protected the case adequately
from assembly until launch.
Damage to the aft segment
stiffener-to-stiffener and
stiffener-to-dome weather-
seals (IFA STS-30-M-1)
occurred at splashdown. A
detailed weatherseal
evaluation is in Volume III
of this repol_.
No hardware damage or
anomalies identified by
FMEA were found. Specific
inspection results are in the
individual component
volumes of this repozX.
Postflight inspections verified
adequate design safety
factors, relief provisions,
fracture control, and safe-life
and/or fail-safe charac-
teristics for the primal)"
structure, thermal protection,
and pressure vessel
subsystems as documented
in this volume and the
component volumes of this
repm_.
No primaz), subsystem
failure was noted; thus,
subsystem redundancy and
fail-safe requirements were
not determined.
Electrical grounding of the
RSRM and its subsystems is
verified through the OMRSD
requirement B47 GEN 70.
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Obiective
Inspect the identification
numbers of each reusable
RSRM part and material for
traceability.
Verify the structural safety
factor of the case-to-
insulation bond.
Verifyby inspectionthe
remaininginsulation
thicknessofthe case
insulation.
(Objectivecontinued)
(Objectivecontinued)
(Objectivecontinued)
CEI Paragraph
3.3.1.5
Traceability shall be provided
by assigning a traceability
identification to each RSRM
part and material and
providing a means of
correlating each to its
historical records...
3.3.6.1.1.2.a
The structural safety factor
for the case/insulation bonds
shall be 2.0 minimum during
the lifeofthe RSRM.
3.3.6.1.2.2
The case insulation shall
have a minimum design
safety factor of 1.5, assuming
normal motor operation, and
1.2, assuming loss of a
castable inhibitor.
3.3.6.1.2.3
Case insulation adjacent to
metal part field joints,
nozzle/case joints, and
extending over factory joints
shall have a minimum safety
factorof2.0.
3.3.6.1.2.4
Case insulation in sandwich
construction regions (aft
dome and center segment aft
end) shall have a minimum
safety factor of 1.5.
3.3.6.1.2.6 Insulation
performance shall be
calculated using actual pre-
and post-motor operation
insulation thickness
measurements.
Conclusions
Inspectionnumbers for
traceabilityofeach RSRM
partand materialare
prodded and are maintained
in the Automatic Data
Collectionand Retrieval
computer system. The past
historyofallRSRM parts
used isin Section4.2.
Verification of a 2.0 safety
factor cannot be done by
inspection; however, flight
performance verified a safety
factor of at least 1. Case-to-
insulation bond and adhesive
bond safety factor of 2.0 are
verified by analysis,
documented in TWR-16961.
Detailed postflight insulation
inspections are performed at
the Clearfield H-7 facility.
Results and verification of
safety factors are in Volume
[] of this report.
See above statement.
See above statement.
Standard measurement
techniqueswere used for
finalevaluation,as discussed
inVolume [] ofthisreport.
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Objective
Verifyby inspectionthe
remainingnozzleablative
thicknesses.
Verifythe nozzlesafety
factors.
Inspectmetal partsfor
presenceofstresscorrosion.
CEI Paragraph
3.3.6.1.2.7
The minimum design
safety factors for the nozzle
assembly primary ablative
materialsshallbe as listed
below...(Valuesnot included
herebecausedetailedresults
are not availableat this
writing.)
3.3.6.1.2.8
The nozzle performance
margins of safety shall be
zero or greater...
3.3.8.2.b
The criteria for material
selection in the design to
prevent stress corrosion
failureoffabricated
components shallbe in
accordancewith
MSFC-SPEC-522 and
SE-019-094-2H.
Conclusions
Preliminaryinspections
indicatenozzleablative
thicknesseswere within
designsafetyfactors(Section
4.11.4).Detailedresultsare
in Volume V ofthisreport.
The nozzleperformance
margins of safety are
discussedin Volume V of
thisreport.
No evidenceofstress
corrosionwas found during
post-testcaseinspection.
Detailsare in Volume IIof
thisreport.
3.3 RECOMMENDATIONS
Followingare the recommendations made concerningflightset360T004. Additionalbackground
informationcan be found in the referencedsections.
3.3.1 General Recommendations
Itisrecommended to continuethe use ofDFI on futureRSRM flightmotors. The DFI willbe
used to verifysafetymargins,verifyCEI specificationrequirements,validatemodels,and provide
additionaldataforengineeringevaluation.
3.3.2 Aero/Thermal Recommendations
(Additionalinformationin Section4.8.4.)
3.3.2.1DebrisProblem. The ice/debristeam recommended eitherremoving the GEl labels(which
are coveredwith a thicklayerofepoxy)or replacingthem with stencilson futureflights.
3.3.2.1GEI PredictionModel Improvement. Additionalmodel enhancement isrecommended for
the ET attachring,fieldjoint,factoryjoint,systemstunnel,igniter,and nozzleregions.These
taskswould be encompassed by the globalmodel effort.
3.3.2.3GEl PredictionModel Availability.Itisrecommended thatallabove-mentionedmodels
(includingthe three-dimensionalSRM model)be made availableforuse at MarshallSpace Flight
Center (MSFC). This would allowThiokolthermalpersonnelthe opportunityto supportlaunch
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countdowns at the Huntsville Operations Support Center (HOSC) with real-time PMBT, GEI, and
component predictions updates. This would also allow MSFC thermal personnel the same
modeling capabilities.
3.3.2.4 Aft Skirt Conditioning. It is recommended that the aft skirt conditioning gas temperature
be monitored as it enters the aft skirt compartment During cold weather this would allow the
use of a higher operating temperature and, at the same time, not violate the 115°F maximum
within the compartment.
3.3.2.5 GEI Accuracy. It is recommended that the GEI data collection accuracy be increased by
reducing the gage range and increasing the digital word length. The real fidelity of the KSC
ground support equipment (GSE) could then be quantified and conceivably replaced ff determined
to be inadequate.
3.3.2.6 Local Chilling. Based on data from 360L003 and 360T004 (STS-29R and -30R), local
cooling is minimal. It is recommended that a method be developed to accurately quantify the chill
effect.
3.3.2.7 IR Measurements. It is recommended that in future flights half-hour STI-versus-GEI
direct comparisons be made and documented. (Comparisons with GEI are within acceptable
margins for STI data but are questionable and unpredictable for IR gun data.)
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FLIGHT EVALUATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 RSRM IN-FLIGHT ANOMALIES (FEWG report Paragraph 2.1.2)
The summary sheets for the three IFAs pertaining to flight set 360T004 follow. The IFA
description, discussion, conclusion, corrective actions, and closeout signature of the Level II PCRB
chairman are included. No IFA was considered to be a flight constraint.
4.2 RSRM CONFIGURATION SUMMARY (FEWG report Paragraph 2.1.3.2)
4.2.1 SRM Reuse Hardware
The case segment reuse history for 360Q004A and 360H004B is shown in Figures 4.2-1 and 4.2-2,
respectively. Figures 4.2-3 through 4.2-6 show the LH and RH igniter and nozzle part reuse
history, respectively. Tables 4.2-1 and 4.2-2 list nozzle snubber segment reuse. Stiffener ring
reuse is detailed in Figure 4.2-7 and Table 4.2-3.
4.2.2 Approved RSRM Changes and Hardware Changeouts
A summary of the changes made since 360L003 (STS-29) is below. Complete descriptions of these
changes are documented in Morton Thiokol document TWR-19395a (Redesigned Solid Rocket
Motor Flight Readiness Review--Level III)
Seven Class I hardware changes since 360L003 (STS-29):
• Stiffener stub ethylene-propylene-diene monomer (EPDM) rubber elimination--ECP SRM-1645.
Thermal analysis shows the K5NA which is applied over the stiffener stubs is an adequate
insulator. Postflight inspection has verified no EPDM thermal erosion.
• Vent port plug replacement--ECP SRM-1632R5. Replaced adjustable vent port plug with a
custom fit vent port plug to ensure proper sealing due to discrepant condition in the LH center
field joint. (Discrepancy noted in DR 169706.)
• DFI elimination--ECP SRM-1737. 360T004 designated as nondevelopmental flight. No DFI
required.
• Internal insulation thickness increase--ECP SRM-1739. Minor increase to case insulation
thickness to raise safety factor from 1.45 to 1.5; greatest increase was 0.17 inch.
• New heater element material--ECP SRM-1848. Old material no longer available; new material
is essentially the same. Certified on QM-8 and Technical Evaluation Motor No. 1.
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$62055
DOCUMENT: $62055
NATIONAL
SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM
DOCUMENT CONTINUATION SHEET
PAGE 02 OF 02
OFFICE:
DATE 06/27/89
CONCLUSIONS:
BONDING SUTFACE CONTAMINATION WAS NOT THE CAUSE OF THE FACTORY
JOINT WEAT:{ERSEAL UNBONDS. DATA RECENTLY COLLECTED INDICATE THAT
THE TENSILE ADHESION VALUES OF STRUCTURAL ADHESIVE BONDS ARE
SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCED WHEN THE BONDING SURFACES ARE TOO SMOOTH
(REFERENCE MTI DOCUMENT TWR-19301). CASE SURFACE SMOOTHNESS,
COMBINED WITH THE EXCESSIVE SPLASHDOWN VELOCITY, CONTRIBUTED TO
REDUCED WEATHERSEAL BOND STRENGTH AND THE SUBSEQUENT ADHESIVE
FAILURES SEEN ON THE LEFT SRM FACTORY JOINTS.
CORRECTIVE ACTION:
PLANNING BEING IMPLEMENTED TO VERIFY AND ENFORCE MINIMUM
SURFACE ROUGHNESS OF 70-HICROINCHES R SUBSCRIPT A TO
PROVIDE THE SURFACE TEXTURE NECESSARY TO ENSURE OPTIMUM
TENSILE ADHESION STRENGTH. PLA:'NED EFFECTIVITY IS FOR
RSRM-10. CASE REFURBISHMENT SPECIFICATION (STW7-2744)
CHANGE ALLOWING GRITBLAST OF ENTIRE BONDING SURFACE IS IN
SIGN-OFF. REQUIREMENTS FOR MINIMUM CONSCAN READINGS VALUES ON
THESE SURFACES ARE CURRENTLY IN PLACE.
EFFECTIVITY: STS-30
LEVEL II IMPACTS AUTHORIZED BY THIS DIRECTION: --WEIGHT: NONE,
--SCHEDULE: NONE, --COST: NONE.
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!PCIN 62056 NSTS PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS PAGE 01 OF 02
CONTROL BOARD DIRECTIVE - LEVEL [[
_RCBD $62056 PRCB DATE 06/27/89
CHANGE TITLE
LEFT SRM IGNITER OUTER GASKET SECONDARY SEAL NICK/GOUGE (IFA}
CHANGE PROPOSAL(S) NO. AND SOURCE
STS-30 ANOMALY TRACKING LIST
FLIGHT PR STS-30-M-2
INITIATED BY: MSFC-EP73/E.CARRASQUILLO
DOCUMENTS AFFECTED (NO.,TITLE,PARA)
SUBMITTED BY: MSFC-SA01/G.P. BRIDWELL
LEVEL II BASELINE CHANGE DIRECTION: OPR: WA MBE/AR
BOARD:DAILY
THIS PRCBD IS ISSUED TO AUTHORIZE THE CLOSEOUT OF STS-30 ANOMALY
NUMBER STS-30-M-2 PER THE FOLLOWING RATIONALE:
DISCUSSION:
POSTFLIGHT HARDWARE INSPECTION OF THE LEFT SRM IGNITER REVEALED
A NICK/GOUGE AT 285 DEGREES ON THE SECONDARY SEAL OF THE
OUTER GASKET. THE DAMAGE IS LOCATED ON THE GASKET FORWARD
FACE, PASSING ACROSS ABOUT 50% OF THE CROWN SURFACE AND
EXTENDING RADIALLY (AT A DIAGONAL) INBOARD. DIMENSIONS OF
THE NICK/GOUGE ARE APPROXIMATELY 0.10" LONG X 0.01" WIDE
X 0.03" DEEP. THIS PARTICULAR GASKET (S/N 000061), IS A
REUSED ITEM (PREVIOUSLY USED ON JOINT ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR,
JES-3B). THE GASKET ACCEPTANCE WAS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
CORRECT IGNITER INSPECTION CRITERIA, STW7-2790. THE IGNITER
OUTER JOINT SEAL PASSED BOTH THE HIGH AND LOW PRESSURE LEAK
TESTS. DURING ASSEMBLY TWO SEPARATE GOUGES IN THE METAL
RETAINER OF THE GASKET AT 230 DEGREES AND 284 DEGREES WERE
NOTED AND WRITTEN ON A DISCREPANCY REPORT (DR), HOWEVEP, NO
INDICATION OF A NICK OR GOUGE IN THE SEAL SURFACES WERE
OBSERVED. THE DR ENGINEERING DISPOSITION WAS TO "USE AS
IS". THE "SEALS" INVESTIGATION TEAM BELIEVES THE CUT
PROBABLY OCCURRED BEFORE INSTALLATION AT MTI FINAL ASSEMBLY
AND RESULTED FROM COMBINED EFFECTS OF INADEQUATE GASKET
HANDLING/PACKAGING/STORAGE PROCEDURES AND INADEQUATE FINAL
ASSEMBLY INSPECTION.
.... 7_"AUT O' ZZATMN: /'2 F /
CHAIRM_N, LEVEL I
06/27/89
DATE
BARS RPT 8020 BARS NSTS FORM 4003
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SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM
$62056 DOCUMENT CONTINUATION SHEET OFFICE:
DOCUMENT: $62056 DATE 06/27/89
CONCLUSIONS:
ALTHOUGH THE EXACT SOURCE OF THE O-RING DAMAGE CANNOT BE
PINPOINTED, THE FOREMENTIONED ASSEMHLY/HANDLING SCENARIO
IS THE MOST REASONABLE/ACCEPTED CONCLUSION. NO HISTORY
EXISTS ON THIS TYPE OF ANOMALY.
CORRECTIVE ACTION:
THE DISCUSSED iNADEQUACIES HAVE BEEN CORRECTED BY IMPLEMENTING
IMPROVED HANDLING/PACKAGING/STO.:_AGE PROCEDURES PREVENTING
GASKET DAMAGE AFTER RECEIVING INSPECTION AND TIGHTENING
PREASSEMBLY INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS, EFFECTIVE 360H005
(STS-28) AND SUBSEQUENT FLIGHTS. THE RE-INSPECTION OF ALL
EXISTING MTI GASKETS HAS SHOWN NO DISCREPANT PARTS SINCE
IMPLEMENTATION OF THESE CORRECTIVE ACTION. UPDATED SHIPPING,
HANDLING, PACKAGING, STORAGE AND INSPECTION OPERATIONS FOR
NEW AND REFURBISHED GASKETS RECEIVED FROM VENDOR ARE ALSO
IN PLACE.
EFFECTIVITY: STS-30
LEVEL II IMPACTS AUTHORIZED BY THIS DIRECTION:
--SCHEDULE: NONE, --COST: NONE.
--WEIGHT: NONE,
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................ ;;PCIN 62057 NSTS PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS GE 01 OF 02
CONTROL HOARD DIRECTIVE - LEVEL II PRCB
PRCBD $62057 DATE 06/27/89
CHANGE TITLE
LEFT SRM NOZZLE SNUBBER ASSEMBLY DISPLACED INTO THE FLEX BEARING/THROAT
HOUSING CAVITY (IFA)
CHANGE PROPOSAL(S) NO. AND SOURCE
STS-20 ANOMALY TRACKING LIST
FLIGHT PR# STS-30-M-3
INITIATED BY: MSFC-EP73/E.CARRASQUILLO
LEVEL II BASELINE CHANGE DIRECTION:
DOCUMENTS AFFECTED (NO.,TITLE,PARA)
SUBMITTED BY: MSFC-SA01/G.P. BRIDWELL
OPR: HA MBE/AR
BOARD:DAILY
THIS PRCBD IS ISSUED TO AUTHORIZ_ THE CLOSEOUT OF STS-30 ANOMALY
NUMBER STS-30-M-3 PER THE FOLLOWING RATIONALE:
DISCUSSION:
POSTFLIGHT HARDWARE INSPECTION REVEALED THAT THE LEFT SRM
NOZZLE SNUBBER SUPPORT RING WAS DISPLACED FORWARD AND
WEDGED INTO THE AFT END RING, PREVENTING THE NOZZLE FROM
RETURNING TO THE NULL POSITION. EFFORTS TO MOVE/DE-SNUB
THE NOZZLE AT KSC PROVED FUTILE. FOLLOWING DEMATE OF THE
LEFT NOZZLE-TO-CASE FIELD JOINT, THE NOZZLE ASSEMBLY WAS
PREPARED TO BE RETURNED TO THE H7 FACILITY IN CLEARFIELD,
UTAH. ALL BOLTS CONNECTING THE SNUBBER SUPPORT RING TO THE
FORWARD EXIT CONE ARE SHEARED-OFF. THE SUPPORT RING IS
DISPLACED TEN INCHES FORWARD AT 248 DEGREES AND IS POSITIONED
NORMALLY AT 68 DEGREES. SNUBBER SUPPORT RING AND SNUBBER
SEGMENTS ARE WEDGED BETWEEN THE FORWARD EXIT CONE AND THE
BEARING END RING, CAUSING THE FLEX-BF_ING TO BE STRETCHED
FORWARD APPROXIMATELY 3/4 INCH. ONE SNUBBER AXIAL SHIM
RETAINER IS MISSING AT 217 DEGREES. HOLT HEADS ON AXIAL
SHIM RETAINERS ARE SHEARED FROM 191 TO 334 DEGREES DUE TO
CONTACT WITH THE FLEX BEARING AFT END RING. FINAL ASSESS-
ME_]T OF FLEX-BEARING ASSEMBLY DAMAGE AND NOZZLE PARTS
REUSABILITY WILL BE MADE UPON COMPLETION OF DISASSEMBLY/
INSPECTION AT CLEARFIELD.
06/27/89
CHAI_.N, LEVEL II PRCB
DATE
BARS RPT 8020 BARS NSTS FORM 4003
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PCIN 62057
$62057
DOCUMENT: $62057
NATIONAL
SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM
DOCUMENT CONTINUATION SHEET
PAGE 02 OF 02
OFFICE:
DATE 06/27/89
CONCLUSIONS:
THE STS-30 LEFT SRM NOZZLE HARDWARE DAMAGE WAS CAUSED BY
HIGHER THAN NORMAL WATER IMPACT LOADS DUE TO EXCESSIVE
SRB DESCENT/SPLASHDOWN VELOCITY, RESULTING FROM ANOMALOUS
LEFT SRB PARACHUTE BEHAVIOR (REFER TO STS-30-B-I).
CORRECTIVE ACTION:
NO SRM CORRECTIVE ACT[-N IS BEING CONSIDERED. MTI AND SPC
DE-SNUB TOOLING AND P} 2EDURES CALLED OUT IN THE KSC DIS-
ASSEMBLY MA_UAL ARE TO 3E OMITTED. ALL FUTURE NOZZLE
DE-SNUBBING OPERATION WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED AT CLEARFIELD.
EFFECTIVITY: STS-30
LEVEL II IMPACTS AUTHORIZED BY THIS DIRECTION: --WEIGHT: NONE,
--SCHEDULE: NONE, --COST: NONE.
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PCIN 62055
P_CBD $62055
NSTS PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
CONTROL BOARD DIRECTIVE - LEVEL II
PAGE 01 OF 02
PRCB DATE 06/27/89
CHANGE TITLE
LEFT SRM FACTORY JOINT WEATHERSEAL AFT EDGE UNBONDS (IFA)
CHANGE PROPOSAL(S) NO. AND SOURCE
STS-30 ANOMALY TRACKING LIST
FLIGHT PR# STS-30-M-I
INITIATED BY: MSFC-EP73/E.CARRASQUILLO
LEVEL II BASELINE CHANGE DIRECTION:
DOCUMENTS AFFECTED (NO.,TITLE,PARA)
SUBMITTED BY: MSFC-SA01/G.P. BRIDWELL
OPR: WA MBE/MLB
BOARD:DAILY
THIS PRCBD IS ISSUED TO AUTHORIZE THE CLOSEOUT OF STS-30 ANOMALY
NUMBER STS-30-M-I PER THE FOLLOWING RATIONALE:
DISCUSSION:
POSTFLIGHT HARDWARE INSPECTION AT KSC SHOWS LEFT SRM AFT SEGMENT
STIFFENER-TO-STIFFENER FACTORY JOINT WEATHERSEAL EXHIBITED
INTERMITTENT AFT EDGE UNBONDS AROUND THE CIRCUMFERENCE. ALSO
EXHIBITING A SINGLE, LOCALIZED DEBOND ALONG THE WEATHERSEAL AFT
EDGE WERE THE AFT SEGMENT STIFFENER-TO-DOME FACTORY JOINT AND THE
FORWARD CENTER SEGMENT FACTORY JOINT. ALL OF THE UNBONDS WERE
CAUSED BY AN ADHESIVE FAILURE BETWEEN THE CHEMLOK 205 (PRIMER) AND
THE CASE SURFACE. MOST OF THE AFT SEGMENT UNBONDS EXTENDED
AXIALLY TO THE PIN RETAINER BAND, HOWEVER THE FORWARD CENTER
UNBOND DID NOT EXTEND TO THE PIN RETAINER BAND. NO HEAT EFFECTS
OR SOOTING WERE FOUND UNDER THE DISPLACED WEATHERSEAL AFT EDGES,
BUT MILD RUST CORROSION WAS SEEN ON METAL SURFACE EXPOSED TO
SEAWATER. INVESTIGATION HAS RULED OUT CONTAMINATION AS THE CAUSE
FOR UNBONDS. CONSCAN READINGS FOR ALL UNBONDED JOINTS WERE WITHIN
CURRENT PLANNING REQUIREMENTS. REVIEW OF LEFT AFT AND FORWARD
CENTER SEGMENT INSULATED CASE LOGS REVEALED NO DISCREPANT OR
ANOMALOUS CONDITIONS, ALTHOUGH FACTORY JOINT AFT SURFACE FINISH
READINGS ON THE LEFT SRM AFT SEGMENT ARE AMONG THE LOWEST
OBSERVED. WEATHERSEAL DAMAGE OCCURRED ONLY ON THE LEFT SRM, KNOWN
TO HAVE EXPERIENCED SIGNIFICANTLY GREATER THAN NORMAL WATER IMPACT
DUE TO EXCESSIVE DESCENT/SPLASHDOWN VELOCITY RESULTING FROM
ANOMALOUS PARACHUTE BEHAVIOR (REFER TO STS-30-B-I).
AUTH [ZAT N:
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Table 4.2-1. Previous Use History--LH Nozzle (360Q004A)
Part No. Serial NOr Previous Use
1U51061-02,
Snubber Segment
IU51066-02,
AxialShim Retainer
0000091R3 QM-1, 3A, 10B
0000091R3 QM-1, 3A, 10B
0000061R3 1B, 7A, 10A
0000061R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000062R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000063R4 QM-I, 3A, 1013,20A
0000064R4 QM-I, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000065R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000066R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000067R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000068R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000069R4 QM-1, 3A, 1013, 20A
0000070R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000072R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000073R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000074R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000075R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000076R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000077R4 QM-1, 3A, 1013, 20A
0000078R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000079R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000080R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000081R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000082R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000083R4 QM-I, 3A, 10B,20A
0000084R4 QM-I, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000085R4 QM-I, aA, 10B, 20A
0000086R4 QM-I, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000087R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000088R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000089R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0000090R4 QM-1, 3A, 10B, 20A
0001736 New
0001762through New
0001792 New
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Table 4.2-2. Previous Use History--RH Nozzle (360L004B)
Part No.
IU51061-02,
Snubber Segment
1U50166-02,
Axial Shim Retainer
Serial No. Previous Use
0000341R1
0000455R1
0000461R1
0000468R1
0000475R1
0000479R1
0000480R2
0000321R2
0000340R2
0000425R2
0000454R2
0000456R2
0000457R2
0000458R2
0000459R2
0000460R2
0000462R2
0000463R2
0000465R2
0000466R2
0000467R2
0000464R2
0000470R2
0000471R2
0000472R2
0000473R2
0000474R2
0000477R2
0000478R2
0000545R2
0000546R2
0000176R3
0001349 through
0001380
llA
llA
llA
llA
llA
llA
llA 24A
llA 24A
llA 24A
llA 24A
llA 24A
llA 24A
llA 24A
llA 24A
llA 24A
llA 24A
llA 24A
11.4 24A
llA, 24A
llA, 24A
llA
llA 24A
llA 24A
llA 24A
llA 24A
llA 24A
llA 24A
llA 24A
llA 23B
14B, 23B
14B, 23B
1B, 7A, 10A
New
New
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Table 4.2-3. PreviousUse History--Stiffener Rings
PartNo.
IU52502-04,
StiffenerRing
1U52502-07,
Stiffener Ring
1U52502-08,
Stiffener Ring
1U52503-04,
Splice Plate
1U52503-05,
Splice Plate
Serial No. Previous Use
0000102 New
0000103 New
0000104 New
0000105 New
0000106 New
0000107 New
0000027 New
0000028 New
0000029 New
0000030 New
0000031 New
0000032 New
0000027 New
0000028 New
0000029 New
0000030 New
0000031 New
0000032 New
0000235 New
0000236 New
0000237 New
0000238 New
0000239 New
0000240 New
0000241 New
0000242 New
0000243 New
0000244 New
0000245 New
0000246 New
0000025 New
0000026 New
0000027 New
0000028 New
0000029 New
0000030 New
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Table 4.2-3. Previous Use History-Stiffener Rings (cont)
Part No.
1U52504-05,
Adapter Plate
1U52505-02, Plate,
Stiffener Ring
1U52505-02, Plate,
Stiffener Ring
SerialNo. PreviousUse
0000049 New
0000050 New
0000051 New
0000052 New
0000053 New
0000054 New
0000055 New
0000056 New
0000057 New
0000058 New
0000059 New
0000060 New
0000233 New
0000234 New
0000235 New
0000236 New
0000237 New
0000238 New
0000239 New
0000240 New
0000242 New
0000243 New
0000244 New
0000249 New
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• Relocationofmoisturesealventvalvetesthole--FECRSRM-048. Relocatedtestholeallows
spliceplateinstallationi parallelwith fieldjointcloseout;no impact on other relatedsystem
components.
• Lengthen forwardjointprotectionsystem (JPS) Kevlare strap--ECPSRM-1952. One-in.length
increasewilllower GSE installationloadto withinratedlimitsand maintain minimum
requiredtensionafterinstallation.
One ClassIhardware changeoutto 360T004:
• Aft segment exchange--ECP SRM-1857. OriginalRSRM-04B aftsegment exchangedwith
QM-8 aftsegment due to insulationunbonds beingoutsideexperiencedata base.
4.2.3 CriticalProcessand Operationsand Maintenance Requirements and Specification
Document (OMRSD) Changes
Two criticalprocesschanges:
• Nozzle installation--OCR141723. a)Nozzle seatingweightincreasedfrom 2,000to 5,000Ibfto
properlyseatnozzle,b) Polywipediaperplacedunder levelingpin to catchany metal particles
thatcouldcontaminatesealingarea. c)Four levelingpinsreduced tothreeto eliminate
uneven installationloads.
• Insulationlayup change--OCR 132998. Changed EPDM layup stripdimensionsto reducestress
concentrations.
Six OMRSD changes:
• RCN MB8522--Allows fieldjointmating with crane onlyifhydrosetsare inoperable.
• RCN MB8626--Do not allow weight of RSRM segments to bear on alignment pins during
engagement.
• RCN MB8358--Reduced leak test time of nozzle exit cone, reducing GSE serial time.
• RCN MB8358--Reduced leak test time of nozzle/aft segment joint, reducing GSE serial time.
• RCN MB8510--Reduces number of internal insulation J-joint profile measurements.
• RCN MB8771--S&A device rotation time requirement changed from 1 to 2 sec during the
preinstallation test.
4.3 SRB MASS PROPERTIES (FEWG report Paragraph 2.2.0)
4.3.1 Sequential Mass Properties
Tables 4.3-1 and 4.3-2 provide 360T004 (STS-30) LH and RH reconstructed sequential mass
properties, respectively.
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4.8.2 Predicted Data Versus Postflight Reconstructed Data
Table 4.3-3 compares the LH quarter-weight RSRM (360Q004A) predicted sequential weight and
center of gravity (cg) data with the posfflight reconstructed data. Table 4.3-4 compares the RI-I
half-weight RSRM (360H004B) predicted sequentia] weight and cg data with the postflight
reconstructed data. Actual 360T004 (STS-30) mass properties may be obtained from Mass
Properties History Log Space Shuttle 360Q004-LH (TWR-17340, dated 9 Jan 1989) and
360H004-RH (TWR-17341, dated 9 Jan 1989). Some of the mass properties data used have been
taken from average actual data presented in the 5 Dec 1988 Mass Properties Quarterly Status
Report (TWR-10211-89). Postflight reconstructed data reflect ballistics mass flow data from the
12.5 sample per second measured pressure traces and a predicted slag weight of 1,518 lb. Those
mass properties reported after separation reflect delta times previously used on earlier flights.
4.3.3 CEI Specification Requirements
Tables 4.3-5 and 4.3-6 present CEI specification requirements predicted and actual weight
comparisons. Mass properties data for both RSRMs comply with the CEI specification
requirements.
4.4 RSRM PROPULSION PERFORMANCE (FEWG report Paragraph 2.3.0)
4.4.1 High Performance Motor/RSRM Performance Comparisons
The reconstructed thrust-time traces of flight motor set 360T004 at standard conditions were
averaged with the high performance motor (HPM)/RSRM population and compared to the CEI
specification limits. The results are shown in Figure 4.4-1. 360H004B (RH) is not included in the
average because the aft segment of this motor was originally cast for QM-8.
4.4.2 SRM Propulsion Performance Comparisons
The reconstructed RSRM propulsion performance is compared to the predicted performance in
Table 4.4-1. The following comments are to explain the table values. The RSRM ignition
interval is to be between 202 and 302 ms after ignition command to the NASA standard initiator
in the S&A device. The ignition interval ends when the headend chamber pressure has increased
to a value of 563.5 psia. The maximum rate of headend chamber pressure buildup during the
ignition transient is required to be less than 115.9 psia for any 10-ms interval. However, no high
sample rate ignition data were available for this flight (due to the elimination of DFI). Therefore,
no rise rate or ignition interval is reported.
Separation is based upon the 50-psia cue from the last RSRM, plus 4.9 sec, plus a time delay
between the receipt and execution of the command to separate. No time delay is assumed in the
prediction. The decay time intervals are measured from the time motor headend chamber
pressure has decayed to 59.4 psia to the time corresponding to 85,000 lb of thrust.
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4.4.3 Matched Pair Thrust Differential
Table 4.4-2 shows the thrust differential during steady state and tailoff. All the thrust differential
values were near the nominal values experienced by previous flight StLMs and were well within
the CEI specification limits. It should be noted that, because of the 360H004B aft segment
exchange with QM-8, a waiver was written for this flight set to remove the thrust imbalance
requirements. The thrust values used for the assessment were reconstructed at the delivered
conditions of each motor.
Table 4.4-1. RSRM Propulsion Performance Assessment
LH Motor (71°F) RH Motor (71°F)
Predicted Actual Predicted Actual
Impulse Gates
1-20 (106 lbf-sec) 65.73 65.42 66.15 65.42
1-60 (106 lbf-sec) 174.63 174.71 175.21 174.73
I-AT (106 lbf-sec) 296.88 296.20 296.82 296.10
Vacuum I,
(lbf x sec_bm)
Burn Rate (in./sec)
(at 71°F, 625 psia)
268.3 267.6 268.3 267.6
0.3710 0.3713 0.3725 0.3714
Event Times (see)*
Ignition Interval 0.232 NA** 0.232 NA**
Web Time* 109.7 109.8 109.1 110.2
Time of 50-psia Cue 118.7 119.7 118.6 120.1
Action Time* 120.8 122.2 120.7 122.6
Separation Command (sec) 123.6 125.0 123.6 125.0
PMBT (oF) 71.0 71.0 71.0 71.0
Maximum Ignition Rise Rate
(psia/10 ms)
91.9 N/A* 91.9 N/A*
Decay Time (sec) 2.9 3.2 2.9 3.6
(59.4 psia to 85 K)
Tailoff Imbalance
Impulse Differential
(lbf-sec)
Predicted Actual
+248 K -77 K
Note: Impulse imbalance = LH motor - RH motor
*All times are referenced to ignition command time except where noted by an asterisk.
times are referenced to lift-off time
**Data not available due to DFI elimination
These
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Table 4.4-2. RSRM Thrust ImbalanceAssessment
Event
Ignition
(0to 1.0 see)
Steady State (1.0 sec to first
web time minus 4.5 sec, lbf,
4 sec average)
Transition (First web time
minus 4.5 sec to first web
time, lbf)
Tailoff (first web time to
last action time)
Imbalance Maximum Time of
Specification Imbalance Maximum Imbalance
(Klbf) (Klbf) (sec)
300 NA* NA*
85 + 22.6 94.5
85-268 + 44.2
Linear
710 + 53.5
109.5
112.0
Note: Thrust imbalance = LH motor -RH motor
*Data not availabledue to DFI elimination
4.4.4 Performance Tolerances
A comparison of the LH and RH motor calculated and reconstructed parameters at a PMBT of
60°F with respect to the nominal values and the SRM CEI specification maximum 3-sigma
requirements is given in Table 4.4-3.
4.4.5 Igniter Performance
Due to the elimination of DFI, no evaluation of igniter performance is possible. Also, no
evaluation of the ignition interval, pressure rise rate, and ignition thrust imbalance requirements is
possible.
4.5 RSRM NOZZLE THRUST VECTOR CONTROL PERFORMANCE (FEWG report
Paragraph 2.4.3)
The nozzle torque values for motor set 360T004 could not be determined due to DFI elimination.
This section is reserved pending any future motors that incorporate DFI.
4.6 RSRM ASCENT LOADS--STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT (FEWG report Paragraph 2.5.2)
Motor set 360T004 did not have any DFI installed to evaluate motor structural performance. This
section is reserved pending any future motors that incorporate DFI.
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Parameter
Web Time
(sec)
Action Time
(sec)
Web Time Avg
Pressure
(psia)
Max Headend
Pressure
(psia)
Max Sea Level
Thrust
(Mlbf)
Web Time Avg
Vac Thrust
(Mlbf)
Vac Del
Specific
Impulse
(Ibf*sec/Ibm)
Web Time Vac
Total Impulse
(Mlbf*sec)
Adion Time
Vac Total
Impulse
(Mlbffsec)
Table 4.4-3. RSRM Performance Comparison
SRM CEI (_+) LH RSRM RH RSRM
Max 3-Sigma Nominal 360Q004A 360Q004A 360H004B 360H004B
Variation (%) Value* _ Variation (%)** (60°1 °) Variation (%)**
5.0 111.7 111.1 -0.54 111.5 -0.18
6.5 123.4 123.5 + 0.08 124.0 + 0.49
5.3 660.8 662.5 0.26 661.2 + 0.06
6.5 918.4 909 -I.02 907 -1.24
6.2 3.06 3.08 + 0.65 3.07 + 0.33
5.3 2.59 2.59 0.00 2.59 0.00
0. 7 267.1 267.5 0.15 267.4 0.11
1.0 288.9 288.4 -0.17 288.6 -0.10
1.0 296.3 296.0 -0.10 295.9 -0.13
*QM-4 static test and SRM-SA and B, SRM-9A, SRM-10A and B, SRM-11A, SRM-13A and -13B flight
average at standard conditions
**Variation = ((360Q004A - nominal)/nominal) * 100
((360H004B - nominal)/nominal) * 100
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4.7 RSRM STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS (FEWG report Paragraph 2.6.2)
No accelerometer data were available due to the elimination of DFI on flight set 360T004.
section is reserved pending the installation of accelerometers on future flight motors.
This
4.8 RSRM TEMPERATURE AND TPS PERFORMANCE (FEWG report Paragraph 2.8.2)
4.8.1 Introduction
This section documents the thermal performance of the 360T004 (STS-30R) SRM external
components and TPS, determined by postfiight hardware inspection. Assessments of mean bulk
temperature predictions, on-pad ambient/local induced environments, LCC, and GEI/joint heater
sensor/thermal imaging data are also included. Performance of SRM internal components
(insulation, case components, seals, and nozzles) is reported in Section 4.11 of this volume.
4.8.2 Summary
4.8.2.1 Postflight Hardware Inspection. Postflight inspection revealed no unexpected problems due
to flight heating environments. The condition of both SRMs was similar to that of previous flight
motors. A complete external heating evaluation of postflight hardware is given in Section 4.8.3.1 of
this volume. Nozzle erosion is discussed in Section 4.11.4 of this volume.
4.8.2.2 Debris Assessment. NSTS debris criteria for missing TPS were not violated. A complete
SRM debris assessment is given in Section 4.8.3.2 of this volume. Highlights are described below:
Missing TPS cork pieces were generally less than the established criteria of 0.70 in. 3 and were
all caused by nozzle severance debris and/or splashdown loads and debris.
Numerous GEI MSID labels were missing. The epoxy closeouts over these labels, generally up
to 1/8 in. thick, are a questionable debris concern. Action is underway to either remove these
labels or replace them with stencils on future flights. Currently, these labels with the epoxy
closeout are attached to 360H005 and 360L006 flight hardware.
4.8.2.3 Mean Bulk Temperature Predictions. These temperature predictions were made at
different timeframes during the countdown. A discussion of these predictions is presented in
Section 4.8.3.3 of this volume. Final postfiight predictions from reconstructed data are: 1) PMBT
was 71°F and 2) the flex bearing mean bulk temperature (FBMBT) was 80°F.
4.8.2.4 On-Pad Environment Evaluations. A complete environment evaluation is given in
Section 4.8.3.4 of this volume. A summary of key observations follows.
Ambient Conditions. Ambient temperature data recorded during a 55-hr period prior to launch
varied from 62° to 78°F. This temperature range is more indicative of normal April conditions
(64° to 78°F) than of normal May conditions (69° to 81°F). Windspeeds during this same
timeframe were close to historical conditions.
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SRM Local. The local prelaunch environment due to April-May historical predictions suggests as
much as a I°F temperature suppression while the ET is loaded for winds from the southeast
direction. Actual winds were from the east by southeast direction for 6 hr prior to launch. From
GEI assessments, there was no outward indication of extreme temperature suppression due to ET
cooling effects. There was evidence, however, of 2.5 ° to 3.5°F chilling on the inboard region of the
LH SRM.
4.8.2.5 Launch Commit Criteria. No LCC thermal violations occurred. Measured GEI and heater
sensor data, as compared to the LCC requirements, are discussed in Section 4.8.3.5 of this volume.
Highlights of heating operations are summarized as follows.
The igniter heaters performed as expected, with the cooldown occurring over an approximate
7-hr period. At T - 5 min, the RH SRM igniter had dropped to 78°F while the LH SRM igniter
dropped to 84°F. The lower reading on the RH SRM igniter was due to a gage which read 8 ° to
10°F low from the beginning of gage monitoring.
The six field joint heaters performed adequately and as expected, with a sensor temperature
range of 89°F occurring at only one sensor which had read up to 7°F low from the beginning of
instrumentation monitoring. Prior to this the minimum field joint LCC redline was reduced from
85 ° to 73°F. This modification was a change unique to 360T004 (STS-30R) and was a precaution
taken in the event of a primary heater failure on the LH forward field joint. The secondary heater
on this field joint (LH forward) was not to be used, as explained in Section 4.8.3.5 of this volume.
The SRB aft skirt purge operation performed satisfactorily and as expected. There was no
evidence of circumferential temperature gradients in the aft skirt compartment, which had been
seen in earlier launches.
4.8.2.6 Prelaunch Thermal Data Evaluation. IR temperature measurements from both the IR gun
and the STI were compared with GEI. A complete evaluation is found in Section 4.8.3.6 of this
volume. Highlights are summarized as follows.
IR gnn/GEI comparison was poor for the L - 1-day and T - 3-hr ice/debris team pad
inspection of the aborted countdown, but was considered good during the T - 3-hr period prior to
the successful launch. STI reai-time comparisons with GEI were considered very good during both
countdowns. Verbally reported STI readings were within +_2°F of the GEI for the portable and the
RSS stationary STI and they were within + 4°F of the GEI for the camera Site 2 stationary STI.
4.8.3 Results Discussion
4.8.3.1 Postflight Hardware Inspection. Following the recovery of the STS-30R SRBs, a postflight
inspection of the external hardware was conducted at the SRB Disassembly Facility (Hangar AF).
The TPS performance was considered to be excellent in all areas, with external heating and
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recession effects being less than predicted (Table 4.8-1). Predictions due to the worst-case design
trajectory environments (Table 4.8-2) will be documented in the SRB Thermal Design Data Book,
SE-019-068-2H.
The condition of both motors appeared to be similar to previous flight motors, with most of
the heat effects seen on the aft segments on the inboard sides of the SRBs. The aft segment
inboard regions facing the ET experience high aerodynamic heating normal to protuberance
components. They also receive the high plume radiation and recirculation heating induced by the
adjacent SRB and SSMEs to aft-facing surfaces. In this area there was slight charring to the TPS
over the factory joints, the stiffener tings and stubs, and GEI cabling runs. A concise summary of
the external hardware condition is shown in Table 4.8-3.
Field Joints. All field joints on both motors were in excellent condition. There were no signs of
ablation on any of the joint protection systems (JPS), with only slight paint blistering on the cork
cover. The paint on the K5NA closeout aft of the cork was also slightly darkened and blistered,
with occasional pitting. This was probably due to aerodynamic heating and aft edge hits from
water impact and nozzle severance debris. All K5NA repair locations were intact where preflight
bond tests were conducted.
Factory Joints. The factory joints on each of the motors were in very good condition. The only
signs of heat effect experienced on the factory joints were located on the aft segments of each
motor. There was only sight ablation, charring, and discoloration on the inboard regions of the aft
segment factory joints. This occurred between approximately 220 and 320 deg circumferentially on
each motor. Again, these are all normal occurrences that have been consistently observed on
previous flight motors. Three weatherseals on the LH motor showed signs of aft edge unbond
regions. No evidence of sooting was found under these unbonds, indicating that the separation
occurred at or after splashdown due to adhesive failure.
Systems Tunnel. The cork TPS adjacent to the systems tunnel floor plate was in excellent
condition. There was very little paint blistering. All K5NA closeouts over cables and tunnel seams
were in excellent condition.
Stiffener Rings. The stiffener ring TPS was generally in very good condition, with only slight
thermal degradation. The major heat-affected area was again predominantly in the 220- to 320-deg
sector, with the EPDM on the outer flange showing signs of brown charring. This region was
subjected to aeroheating along the outboard tip forward face, while the aft face and top surfaces
experienced radiant heating. The K5NA TPS on the top surfaces of the stubs was also slightly
charred in the same regions, with intermittent pitting around the whole circumference. The
Instafoam ramps were "chunked out" from approximately 240 to 280 deg on the LH motor and
320 to 360 deg on the RH motor due to water impact. The three stiffener rings on the LH SRB
were fractured during water impact, typically near the 260-deg location.
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Table 4.8-1. STS-30R RSRM External Performance Summary
(TPS erosion)--Both Motors
Maximum Erosion (in.)
Component TPS Material Predicted Measured
Field Joints Cork 0.003 None
Factory Joints EPDM 0.014 Not measurable*
Systems Tunnel Cork 0.014 None
Stiffener Rings EPDM 0.009 Not measurable*
GEI Closeout Cork 0.036 Not measurable*
Nozzle Exit Cone Cork 0.104 NA**
*All evidences of minor erosion were apparent only on the inboard
region of the aft segment, where the flight-inducedthermal
environments are the most severe
**Nozzle exit cones are not recovered
Table 4.8-2. SRB Flight-Induced Thermal Environments
Thermal Environment
Ascent Heating
Base Recirculation
Heating
SSME and SRB Plume
Radiation
SSME Plume Impinge-
ment After SRB
Separation
Reentry Heating
Related Document
Document No. STS 84-0575, dated 24 May 1985
Change Notice 2, SE-698-D, dated 30 Apr 1987
Data on computer tapes No. DN 4044 and DN 9068
Change Notice 3, SE-698-D, dated 30 October 1987.
Tape No. DP 5309
Document No. STS 84-0259,
Change Notice 1, SE-698-D,
Document No. STS 84-0259,
Change Notice 1, SE-698-D,
Document No. STS 84-0259,
Change Notice 1, SE-698-D,
dated October 1984
dated 30 Sep 1987
dated October 1984
dated 30 Sep 1987
dated October 1984
dated 30 Sep 1987
Document No. SE-0119-053-2H, Rev D,
dated August 1984, and Rev E,
dated 12 Nov 1985
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GEI Closeout.The corkand KSNA TPS coveringthe GEl and cablewayswere generallyin good
condition.Very littleheateffectwas observed,consistingof onlyslightpaintdiscolorationa d
blistering.Some ofthe GEl cableruns had smallareasof missingcorkon the aftedges ofthe
runs at intermittent regions. These minor cork losses were all attributed to aft edge hits caused
by nozzle severance debris impact during reentry or at splashdown. There was a total of nine aft
edge hits on the LH motor and three on the RH motor. The largest GEI cork piece missing was
approximately 2.5 by 0.75 by 0.25 in., or 0.47 in. 3.
Aft Kick Ring Joint. The TPS cork strip over the pin retainer band was in good condition from a
thermal perspective. This strip, as well as the case region vicinity, was heavily sooted, with no
unexpected heating effects. This strip is shielded from adjacent SRB plume radiation during ascent
by the kickring. One ll-in,corkpiecewas damaged due to splashdown loadson the RH aftkick
ringjoint,and a 5-in.sectionofthispiecewas missing(approximately5 by 1.5by 0.5in.,or 3.75
in.3).Littleadhesivewas evidenton the pin retainerband.
4.8.3.2DebrisAssessment. NSTS debriscriteriaformissingTPS were not violated.The TPS
corkpiecesthatwere missingwere generallylessthan the establishedcriteriaof0.70in.3 and were
all caused by nozzle severance debris and/or splashdown loads and debris. There was a total of
nine aft edge hits on the LH motor and three on the RH motor. The largest GEI cork piece
missing was approximately 2.5 by 0.75 by 0.25 in., or 0.47 in. 3. One 11-in. cork piece was
damaged due to splashdown loads on the RH aft kick ring joint, and a 5-in. section of this piece
was missing (approximately 5 by 1.5 by 0.5 in., or 3.75 in.3). Little adhesive was evident on the
pin retainer band.
Numerous GEI MSID labels were missing. The epoxy doseouts over these labels, generally up
to 1/8 in. thick, are a questionable debris concern. Action is underway to either remove these
labels or replace them with stencils on future flights. Currently, these labels with the epoxy
closeout are attached to fifth and sixth flight hardware. Of the 40 labels on the LH SRM, 27 were
totally missing (15 showed signs of sooting), 8 were partially missing (3 showed signs of sooting),
and 5 were still intact. Of the 40 labels on the RH SRM, 15 were totally missing (7 showed signs
of sooting), 14 were partially missing (2 showed signs of sooting), and 11 were still intact.
4.8.3.3 PMBT AND FBMBT Predictions. Temperature predictions (°F) were performed at various
times with respect to the launch of STS-30R. They are predicted for the time of launch and are
summarized as follows:
L - 24 HrL - 8 Days L - 2 Days
Historical 4-20-89 4-2....66 5-2 4-2_.._!7 5-_ Post
PMBT 70 71 71 -- 71 -- 71
FBMBT 72 76 -- 76 -- 77 80
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AS can be seen, the PMBT did not change from the beginning of the first countdown to the day of
launch following the second countdown. The reason the PMBT calculation did not change was that
the predicted dally temperatures used in that calculation were higher than the actual dally
temperatures that replaced them in the updates. The average predicted daily temperature from
20 April to 4 May was 72.TF, whereas the actual average daily temperature during the same
timeframe was 71.6°F.
All predictions were based on the following three sources of data:
1. Tapes sent to Thiokol from KSC
2. Data from the KSC weather station
3. USA Today newspaper (daily high and low temperatures)
The data from the tapes were used wherever possible. However, due to the limited
availability of the tapes, the data from the KSC weather station became the primary source of
environmental data.
Figure 4.8-1 shows the reconstructed FBMBT predictions for both SRMs by impressing the
GEI flex bearing aft end ring temperature data as a boundary condition in the Supertab/S1NDA
model. The increase of the FBMBT from the final prediction to the post calculation can be
attributed principally to the residual effect of the initial aft end conditioning operation, for which
adequate accounting was not given.
4.8.3.4 On-Pad Environmental Evaluations. Actual environmental data for the final 24 hr prior to
launch is shown in Figures 4.8-2 through 4.8-6 and summarized together with GEI in Table 4.8-4.
Ambient temperature data recorded during a 55-hr period prior to launch varied from 62° to 78°F.
This temperature range is more indicative of normal April conditions (64 ° to 78°F) than of normal
May conditions (69° to 81°F). Windspeeds during this same timeframe were similar to historical
conditions.
The local prelaunch environment due to April-May historical predictions suggests as much as
a I°F temperature suppression while the ET is loaded for winds from the southeast direction.
Actual winds were from the east by southeast direction for 6 hr prior to launch. From GEI
assessments, there was no outward indication of extreme temperature suppression due to ET
cooling effects. There was evidence, however, of 2.5 ° to 3.5°F chilling on the inboard region of the
left SRM.
This chilling effect occurred on the three forwardmost 270-deg GEI locations--Stations 931.5,
1091.5, and 1411.5. This determination was made by first noting that the temperatures on the RH
and LH motors at these three locations were identical during nonfiged conditions. Next_ a
comparisonwas made to determinethe temperaturechange (relativeto ambient) ofthesesix
locationsduringand followingET loading.Itwas seen thatthe LH motor,at theselocations,
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Figure 4.8-2. Prelaunch Ambient Temperatures at Camera Site No. 3
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Table 4.8-4.STS-30R AprilHistoricalOn-Pad Temperature
PredictionsVersus ActualGEl/JointHeater SensorData (°F)
DailyCycling
Component Historical Actu_
T -6 Hr to T - 5 Min
Historical Actual
Igniter Joint
RH 71-80 59-66" 80-100 78-110
LH 71-80 70-85 80-100 83-104
Field Joint
RH Forward 65-83 75-88 97-105 95-103
LH Forward 64-83 75-82 96-105 94-104
RH Center 64-83 71-87 97-I07 94-108
LH Center 64-82 74-80 96-105 93-103
RH Aft 64-82 71-86 97-107 93-107
LH Aft 64-82 64-79"* 97-103 89-105"*
Case-to-Nozzle Joint
RH 67-77 74-80 75-83 82-90
LH 67-77 72-76 75-83 80-85
Flex Bearing
Aft End ring
RH 67-77 75-77 75-83 82-88
LH 67-77 75-77 75-83 82-86
T - 5 Min
Historical Actual
83-84 78-91"
83-84 83-86
103-107 95-101
102-106 95-104
97-105 95-107
97-105 95-104
97-107 96-107
98-102 95-101**
82-83 85-90
82-83 82-85
82-83 85-88
82-83 85-86
Case Acreage (deg)
RH 45 64-80 70-86 65-80 75-83 79-80 78-83
135 65-84 67-91 65-83 70-86 82-83 76-86
215 65-82 70-81 67-81 74-84 80-81 76-83
270 65-82 70-84 66-80 73-84 79-80 76-83
325 65-82 69-80 65-80 74-80 79-80 77-80
LH 45 65-84 69-79 65-83 72-84 82-84 77-83
135 65-81 69-80 65-81 74-82 80-81 77-82
215 64-80 70-79 65-80 72-80 78-80 78-80
270 65-82 70-79 66-81 74-78 80-81 75-78
325 65-83 70-78 66-83 74-80 81-83 75-80
Local Environment
Temperature*** 64-78 62-78 68-77 72-78
Windspeed (kt) 13 2-15 13 2-15
Wind Directiont SE S-NE SE E-SE
Cloud Cover Clear/cloudy Clear/cloudy
*Sensor B06T8085A 10°F low during all monitoringperiods
**SensorB06T7070A 7°F low duringallmonitoringperiods
***Actualtemperaturesare representativeofAprilhistoricalconditions
tPredominant wind direction
77 77
13 11-15
SE E-SE
Clear
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dropped 2.5 ° to 3.5°F lower than the corresponding sensor locations on the RH motor. The
cooling occurred on the RH motor at 270 deg. If cooling did occur at this location on the RH
motor, a determination which could not be made, then the net cooling effect would be even greater.
This cooling should not be considered serious because the actual case surface temperature
was never more than 3°F lower than the ambient temperature. It should also be noted that the
GOX venting played no part in this LH motor inboard location cooling occurrence.
From the cooling which occurred on this flight set and from that which occurred on
STS-29R, a general conclusion can be made. The conclusion is that a consistent wind from the
east will cause cooling on the inboard side of the west motor and a consistent wind from the west
will cause cooling on the inboard side of the east motor. This occurrence is a consequence of air
cooling as it is blown around the ET, resulting in regions of subcooling at inboard locations.
4.8.3.5 Launch Commit Criteria. No LCC thermal violations were noted. Measured GEI and
heater sensor data, as compared to the LCC requirements, are presented in Table 4.8-5.
The igniter heaters performed as expected, with cooldown occurring over an approximate
7-hr period. At T - 5 minutes, the RH SRM igniter had dropped to 78°F while the LH SRM
igniter dropped to 84°F. The lower reading on the RH SRM igniter was due to a gage which read
10°F low from the beginning of gage monitoring.
The six field joint heaters performed adequately and as expected, with a sensor temperature
range of 89° to 108°F during the LCC timeframe. The lower value of 89OF occurred at only one
sensor, which had read up to 7°F low from the beginning of instrumentation monitoring. Prior to
this the minimum field joint LCC redline was reduced from 85 ° to 73°F. This modiflcaUon was a
change unique to STS-30R and was a precaution taken in the event of a primary heater failure, as
explained below.
The LH forward secondary heating element, which had previously failed a DWV test, was
inadvertently activated at about L - 24 hr during the automatic heater functionality tesL (This test
applies power to each heating element in turn, beginning with the left forward primary and ending
with the right aft secondary.) The heater appeared to function properly, producing a 3"F rise in
temperature with no excess current flow. However, disassembly inspection revealed an excessively
heated pin on the connector plug. An IPR was written concerning this incident because the
activation of the heater was an operator error. The IPR was upgraded to a problem report (PR),
then upgraded again to a preliminary IFA. Upon review, however, this was downgraded and not
elevated to IFA status.
The SRB aft skirt purge operation performed as expected. There was no evidence of
circumferential temperature gradients in the aft skirt compartment, which had been seen in earlier
launches.
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Table 4.8-5. STS-30R LCC Time Period (T - 6 Hr to T - 5 Min)
On-Pad Temperature Predictions Versus Actual
GEI/Joint Heater Sensor Data (°F)*
T - 6 Hr to T - 5 Min T - 5 Min
Component Prediction Actual LCC Actual
Igniter Joint
RH 80-95 78-110 66-123 78-91
LH 80-87 83-104 66-123 83-86
Field Joint
RH Forward 94-106 95-103 85-122 95-101
LH Forward 94-104 94-104 85-122 95-104
RH Center 94-110 94-108 85-122 95-107
LH Center 94-104 93-103 85-122 95-104
RH Aft 94-110 93-107 85-122 96-107
LH Aft 94-110 89-105 85-122 95-101
Case-to-Nozzle Joint
RI-I 85-91 82-90 75-115 85-90
LH 80-90 80-85 75-115 82-85
Flex BeaHng
Aft EndRing
RH 85-91 82-90 NA-115 85-88
LH 82-88 82-88 NA-115 85-86
Case Acreage (deg)
RH 45 -- 75-83 35-NA 78-83
135 -- 70-86 -- 76-86
215 -- 74-84 -- 76-83
270 79-86 73-84 35-NA 76-83
325 -- 74-80 -- 77-80
LH 45 -- 72-84 35-NA 77-83
135 -- 74-82 -- 77-82
215 -- 72-80 -- 78-80
270 80-86 74-78 35-NA 75-78
325 -- 74-80 -- 75-80
Local Environment
Temperature** 84-87"** 72-78 38-99 77
Windspeed (kt) 13 2-15 24 11-15
Wind Direction t SE E-SE SW-SE E-SE
Cloud Cover Clear/cloudy Clear
*Predictions for anticipated launch window at T - 5 min
**Actual temperatures representative of April historical conditions
***Predictions based upon this projected ambient from GWEN JASPAR/MSFC
tPredominant wind direction
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4.8.3.6 Prelaunch Thermal Data Evaluation. Figures 4.8-7 through 4.8-11 show locations of the
GEI and joint heater sensors for the igniter adapter, field joints, case acreage, nozzle region, and
aft exit cone, respectively. Figures 4.8-12 through 4.8-41 present April historical predictions.
These predications are based on event sequencing, as specified in Table 4.8-6. Figures 4.8-42
through 4.8-98 show actual STS-30R countdown data.
Actual GEI and joint heater sensor data were in agreement, for the most part, with April
historical on-pad predictions. The deviations which occurred were largely a result of comparing
actual May data with historical April data. The actual minimum temperatures were 4° to 8°F
warmer than the historical average minimum temperatures for the month of April.
The LCC time period (T - 6 hr to T - 5 rain) real-time predictions, which incorporate an
environmental update for the last 24 hr prior to launch, were somewhat in agreement with GEI.
The GEI deviated on the lower side due to lower than anticipated ambient temperatures
(Table 4.8-5).
Postflight reconstructed predictions of GEI and igniter/field joint heater response have been
performed using the actual environmental data from the 24 hr prior to launch. A few examples of
these predictions, compared with actual measured sensor data, are found in Figures 4.8-99
through 4.8-114. Reasonable agreement is apparent in all areas except the ET attach ring, systems
tunnel, and case-to-nozzle joint regions. In the future, modeling improvements (environment and
detail) need to be made in these regions.
IR temperature measurements were taken for three different timeframes. During the
L - 1-day pad inspection of the aborted countdown, IR gun measurements were recorded and
compared with GEI (Table 4.8-7). During the T - 3-hr timeframe of the aborted countdown,
comparisons were made of GEI versus collected IR measurements from the IR gun (Table 4.8-8),
the portable STI, and the two stationary STIs. During the T - 3-hr timeframe of the successful
countdown, comparisons were made of GEI versus collected IR measurements of the IR gun (Table
4.8-9), the portable STI, and the two stationary STIs.
IR gun data compared with GEI were poor for the L - 1-day and T - 3-hr ice/debris team
pad inspection of the aborted countdown, but were considered good during the T - 3-hr period of
the successful launch. STI real-time comparisons with GEI were considered very good during both
countdowns. STI readings were within _+2°F of the GEI for the portable and the RSS stationary
STI and they were within +4°F of the GEI for the camera Site 2 stationary STI.
4.8.4 Conclusions and Recommendations
4.8.4.1 Postflight Hardware Inspection. Based on the quick-look external inspection, the SRM TPS
performed adequately on STS-30R. No unexpected heating effects were noted. The SRM TPS
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Figure 4.8-13. RH SRM Forward Field Joint--Heater Sensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-14. RH SRM Center Field Joint--Heater Sensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-15. RH SRM Aft Field Joint--Heater Sensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-16. RH SRM Nozzle Region--GEI Sensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-17. RH SRM Forward Case Acreage--GEI Sensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-18. RH SRM Forward Center Case Acreage--GEI Sensor
Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-19. RH SRM Aft Center Case Acreage--GEI Sensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-20. RH SRM Aft Case Acreage--GEI Sensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-21. RH SRM Forward Dome Factory Joint--GEI Sensor
Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-22. RH SRM Forward Factory Joint--GEI Sensor
Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-23. RH SRM Aft Factory Joint--GEI Sensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4,8-24. RH SRM Aft Dome Factory--GEI Sensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-25. RH SRM Systems Tunnel Bondline--GEI Sensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-26. RH SRM ET Attach Region--GEI Sensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure4.8-27.LH SRM IgnitionSystem Region--Heaterand
GEl SensorTemperature Prediction
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Figure4.8-28.LH SRM Forward FieldJoint--HeaterSensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-29. LH SRM Center Field Joint--Heater Sensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-30. LH SRM Aft Field Joint--Heater Sensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-81. LH SRM Nozzle Region--GEI Sensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-32. LH SRM Forward Case Acreage--GEl Sensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-33. LH SRM Forward Center Case Acreage--GEI Sensor
Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-34. LH SRM Aft Center Case Acreage--GEI Sensor
Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-35. LH SRM Aft Case Acreage--GEI Sensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-36. LH SRM Forward Dome Factory Joint--GEI Sensor
Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-37. LH SRM Forward Factory Joint--GEI Sensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-38. LH SRM Aft Factory Joint--GEI Sensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-39. LH SRM Aft Dome Factory Joint--GEI Sensor
Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-40. LH SRM Systems Tunnel Bondline--GEI Sensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-41. LH SRM ET Attach Region--GEI Sensor Temperature Prediction
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Figure 4.8-42. LH SRM Prelaunch Igniter Joint Temperatures
(overlaid with ambient)
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Table 4.8-6. STS-30R Analytical Timeframes for Estimating
Event Sequencing of April Historical Joint Heater
and GEI Sensor Predictions
Time (hr) Countdown Events inAnalysis
Midnight KSC EST (2 May 1989)
38 Igniter heater operation begins
on 3 May 1989 (L - 24 hr)
46 Aft skirt conditioning operation
begins on 4 May 1989 (T - 12 hr plus
4 hr for holds)
50 Field joint heater operation begins
on 4 May 1989 (T - 8 hr plus 4 hr
for holds)
55 Igniter heater shutoff/start cooldown
(T - 4 hr plus 3 hr for holds)
62 Assumed time forlaunch (4 May 1989)
63 Up to a 1-hrallowablelaunch delay
Note: Figures 4.8-12 through 4.8-41 consist of a
2-day plus 13-hr scenario
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Figure 4.8-44. LH SRM Prelaunch Forward Field Joint Temperature
(overlaidwith ambient)
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Figure 4.8-45. RH SRM Prelaunch Forward Field Joint Temperature
(overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-46. LH SRM Prelaunch Center Field Joint Temperature
(overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-47. RH SRM Prelaunch Center Field Joint Temperature
(overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-48. LH SRM Prelaunch Aft Field Joint Temperature
(overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-49. RH SRM Prelaunch Aft Field Joint Temperature
(overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-50. LH SRM Prelaunch Case-to Nozzle Joint Temperature
(overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-51. RH SRM Prelaunch Case-to-Nozzle Joint Temperature
(overlaid with ambient)
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REVISION
LH SRM Prelaunch Flex Bearing Aft End Ring Temperature
(overlaidwith ambient)
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Figure 4.8-53. RH SRM Prelauneh Flex Bearing Aft End Ring Temperature
(overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-54. LH SRM Prelaunch Systems Tunnel Bondline Temperature
(overlaidwith ambient)
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Figure 4.8-55. RH SRM Prelaunch Systems Tunnel Bondline Temperature
(overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-56. LH SRM Prelaunch Field Joint Temperature at 285 Deg
(overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-57. RH SRM Prelaunch Field Joint Temperature at 285 Deg
(overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-58. LH SRM Prelaunch Case Acreage Temperature at
Station 931.5 (overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-59. LH SRM Prelaunch Case Acreage Temperature at
Station 1091.5 (overlaidwith ambient)
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Figure 4.8-60. LH SRM Prelaunch Case Acreage Temperature at
Station 1411.5 (overlaidwith ambient)
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Figure4.8-61.LH SRM PrelaunchCase AcreageTemperature at
Station 1751.5 (overlaid with ambient)
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Figure4.8-62.RH SRM PrelaunchCase Acreage Temperature at
Station931.5(overlaidwith ambient)
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Figure 4.8-63. RH SRM Prelaunch Case Acreage Temperature at
Station 1091.5 (overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-64. RH SRM Prelaunch Case Acreage Temperature at
Station 1411.5 (overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-65. RH SRM Prelaunch Case Acreage Temperature at
Station 1751.5 (overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-66. LH SRM Prelaunch Case Acreage Temperature at 45 Deg
(overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-68. LH SRM Prelaunch Case Acreage Temperature at 215 Deg
(overlaid with ambient)
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LH SRM Prelaunch Case Acreage Temperature at 270 Deg
(overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-70. LH SRM Prelaunch Case Acreage Temperature at 325 Deg
(overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-72. RH SRM Prelaunch Case Acreage Temperature at 135 Deg
(overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-74. RH SRM Prelaunch Case Acreage Temperature at 270 Deg
(overlaid with ambient)
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Figure4.8-76.RH SRM PrelaunchCase Acreage Temperature at
Station1511.0(overlaidwith ambient)
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Figure 4.8-77. RH SRM Prelaunch Case Acreage Temperature at
Station 1535.0 (overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-78. RH SRM Prelaunch ET Attach Region Temperature at
Station 1511.0 (overlaid with ambient)
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Station 1535.0 (overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-80. LH SRM Prelaunch Forward Factory Joint Temperature
(overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-81. LH SRM Prelaunch Aft Factory Joint Temperature at
at Station 1701.9 (overlaidwith ambient)
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Figure 4.8-82. LH SRM Prelaunch Aft Factory Joint Temperature at
Station 1821.0 (overlaidwith ambient)
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Figure 4.8-83. RH SRM Prelaunch Forward Factory Joint Temperature
(overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-85. RH SRM Prelaunch Aft Factory Joint Temperature at
Station 1821.0 (overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-86. LH SRM Prelaunch Nozzle Region Temperature at
Station 1845.0 (overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-89. RH SRM Prelaunch Nozzle Region Temperature at
Station 1950.0 (overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-90. LH SRM Prelaunch Forward Field Joint Temperature
(overlaid with heater voltage)
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Figure 4.8-91.
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LH SRM Prelauneh Center Field Joint Temperature
(overlaid with heater voltage)
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LH SRM Prelauneh Aft Field Joint Temperature
(overlaid with heater voltage)
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Figure 4.8-95. RH SRM Prelaunch Aft Field Joint Temperature
(overlaid with heater voltage)
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Figure 4.8-96. LH SRM Prelaunch Igniter Joint Temperature
(overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-97. RH SRM Prelaunch Igniter Joint Temperature
(overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-98. Prelaunch Aft Skirt Purge Temperature and Pressure
(overlaid with ambient)
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Figure 4.8-99. GEI Data Comparison--RH SRM Igniter Joint Temperature
(measured versus postflight prediction)
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Figure 4.8-100. GEI Data Comparison--LH SRM Aft Field Joint Temperature
at 15 Deg (measured versus postflight prediction)
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Figure 4.8-101. GEl Data Comparison--LH SRM Aft Field Joint Temperature
at 135 Deg (measured versus postflight prediction)
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Figure 4.8-102. GEl Data Comparison--LH SRM Aft Field Joint Temperature
at 195 Deg (measured versus postflight prediction)
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Figure 4.8-103. GEI Data Comparison--LH SRM Aft Field Joint Temperature
at 285 Deg (measured versus postflight prediction)
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Figure 4.8o104. GEI Data Comparison--LH SRM Case-to-Nozzle Joint
Temperature at 120 Deg (measured versus postflight prediction)
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Figure 4.8-105. GEI Data Comparison--RH SRM Systems Tunnel Bondline
Temperature (measured versus postflight prediction)
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Figure 4.8-106. GEI Data Comparison--RH SRM Case Acreage Temperature
at Station 1411.5, 135 Deg (measured versus postflight prediction)
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Figure 4.8-107. GEI Data Comparison--RH SRM Case Acreage Temperature
at Station 1411.5, 45 Deg (measured versus postflight prediction)
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Figure 4.8-108. GEI Data Comparison--RH SRM Case Acreage Temperature
at Station 1411.5, 215 Deg (measured versus postflight prediction)
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Figure 4.8-109. GEI Data Comparison--RH SRM Case Acreage Temperature
at Station 1411.5, 270 Deg (measured versus postflight prediction)
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Figure 4.8-110. GEI Data Comparison--RH SRM Case Acreage Temperature
at Station 1411.5, 325 Deg (measured versus postflight prediction)
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Figure 4.8-111. GEI Data Comparison--LH SRM ET Attach Region Temperature
at Station 1535.0, 45 Deg (measured versus postflight prediction)
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Figure 4.8-112. GEI Data Comparison--RH SRM Aft Factory Joint Temperature
at Station 1701.9, 150 Deg (measured versus postflight prediction)
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Figure 4.8-113. GEI Data Comparison--RH SRlVI Aft Factory Joint Temperature
at Station 1701.9, 30 Deg (measured versus postflight prediction)
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Figure 4.8-114. GEI Data Comparison--RtI SRlVl Aft Factory Joint Temperature
at Station 1701.9, 270 Deg (measured versus postflight prediction)
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Table 4.8-7. STS-30R Infrared (IR gun) On-Pad Measurements
Versus Actual GEI Sensor Data (°F) at L - I Day
(1:30 to 2:30 p.m.) on 27 Apr 1989
Infrared* Actual GEI
Location** Temperature*** Location Temperature***
Component (de_) (°F) (de_ (°F)
Case Acreage
LH Aft 45 73 45 76
135 72 135 74
RHAft 45 69 45 79
135 71 135 82
LHAftCenter 45 74 45 75
135 77 135 77
LH Forward Center 45 75 45 78
135 77 135 81
LH Forward 45 75 45 85
135 72 135 80
*No measurements were taken on the RH booster above the aft segment because IR
measurements taken at a steep angle from the MLP have always read low and are
questionable when compared with GEI
**Measurements were taken of case surface next to GEI sensor labels
***Two or three axial locations were measured and averaged per segment
gun
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Table 4.8-8.STS-30R Infrared(IR gun) On-Pad Measurements
Versus ActualGEl Sensor Data (°F)at T -3 Hr
(9:00to 10:00a.m.)on 28 Apr 1989
Infrared* Actual GEl
Location** Temperature*** Location Temperature***
Component (dez) (°F) (deg) (°F)
Case Acreage
LHAft 45 64 45 70
135 65 135 70
RHAft 45 77 45 79
135 78 135 79
LHAftCenter 45 67 45 70
135 67 135 70
LH Forward Center 45 67 45 73
135 67 135 : 74
LHForward 45 66 45 74
135 66 135 77
Forward Sld t 70 70
LH 110 70
Aft
LH 90 68
180 66
RH 90 77
0 66
..
..
o.
*No measurements were taken on the RH boosterabove the aftsegment because IR gun
measurements taken ata steepanglefrom the MLP have always readlow and are
questionablewhen compared with GEl
**Measurements were taken ofcasesurfacenext to GEI sensorlabels
***Two or threeaxiallocationswere measured and averagedper segment
tNo GEl are availablefortheseregions
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Table 4.8-9.STS-30R Infrared(IR gun) On-Pad Measurements
Versus ActualGEl Sensor Data (°F)at T - 3 Hr
(9:00to 10:00a.m.)on 4 May 1989
Infrared* ActualGEl
Location** Temperature'** Location Temperature*'*
Component (de=z) (°F) (de=z) (°F)
Case Acreage
LHAft 45 71 45 75
135 71 135 74
RHAft 45 77 45 78
135 76 135 76
LH Aft Center 45 72 45 74
135 72 135 75
LH Forward Center 45 71 45 76
135 71 135 76
LHForward 45 70 45 75
135 69 135 77
Forward Ski tt
LH 70 71
110 71
90 72
180 68
°.
°.
.°
RH 90 76
0 69 o.
*No measurements were taken on the RH booster above the aft segment because IR gun
measurements taken at a steep angle from the MLP have always read low and are
questionable when compared with GEI
**Measurements were taken of case surface next to GEI sensor labels
***Two or three axial locations were measured and averaged per segment
tNo GEI are available for these regions
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design, from a thermal perspective, continues to suggest that the worst-case flight design
environments of the integrated vehicle baseline configuration (IVBC-3) and SRB reentry are for the
most part overly conservative. An exception to this is the environment in the nozzle base region
during reentry when hydrazine fires are present. (Refer to STS-29R final report, TWR-17542,
Vol I.)
4.8.4.2 Debris. No SRM violations of NSTS debris criteria were noted. The problem of losing
TPS cork caps covering the GEI cables due to poor cork bonds appears to have been alleviated.
The K5NA closeout in place of the cork caps is performing excellently and as expected. All
missing TPS cork pieces (generally small) are due to nozzle severance debris and/or splashdown
loads and debris.
A potential debris problem was acknowledged during 360T004 open assessment concerning
the GEI labels which are covered with a thick layer of epoxy. Numerous labels were missing and
some of the areas showed signs of sooting, indicating that they occurred during flight. The
ice/debris team recommended either removing these labels or replacing them with stencils on
future flights. Currently these labels, with epoxy closeouts, are attached to both the 360H005 and
360L006 flight hardware.
4.8.4.3 GEI Prediction. Additional model enhancement is recommended for certain motor regions
in order to improve predictions. Submodel development effort for the areas of the ET attach ring,
field joint, factory joint, systems tunnel, igniter, and nozzle regions is anticipated. These tasks
would be encompassed by the global model effort. It is also recommended that all these models,
including the 3-D SRM model, be made available for use at MSFC. This will allow Thiokol
thermal personnel the opportunity to support launch support countdowns at the HOSC with
real-time PMBT, GEI, and component predictions updates. This would also allow MSFC thermal
personnel the same modeling capabilities.
4.8.4.4 Aft Skirt Conditioning. It is apparent, based on the cold environment experienced by
360L003 (STS-29R), that substantial gas cooling occurs in the ducting system before the gas enters
the aft skirt. It is recommended that the gas temperature be monitored as it enters the aft skirt
compartment. During cold weather this would allow the use of a higher operating temperature
and at the same time not violate the 115°F maximum within the compartment.
4.8.4.5 GEI Accuracy. It is recommended that the GEI data collection accuracy be increased by
reducing the gage range and increasing the digital word length. The real fidelity of the KSC GSE
could then be quantified and conceivably replaced if determined to be inadequate.
4.8.4.6 Local Chilling. Based on data from 360L003 (STS-29R) and 360T004 (STS-30R), local
cooling does occur. It is recommended that a method be developed to accurately quantify the chill
effect.
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4.8.4.7 IR Measurements. STI data continue to be much more reliable than IR gun
measurements. Comparisons with GEI are within acceptable margins for STI data but are
questionable and unpredictable for IR gun data. It is recommended for future flights that 1/2-hr
STI versus GEI direct comparisons be made and documented.
4.9 MEASUREMENT SYSTEM PERFORMANCE (DFI) (FEWG report Paragraph 2.9.5)
Motor set 360T004 did not have any DFI installed. This section is reserved pending any future
motors that incorporate DFI.
4.10 MEASUREMENT SYSTEM PERFORMANCE (FEWG report Paragraph 2.9.7)
4.10.1 Instrumentation Summary
Table 4.10-1 shows the location and number of instrumentation for 360T004. Note that the igniter
heater sensors are classified as GEI, whereas the field joint heater sensors are listed under a
separate category. The OFI consists of the three OPTs which are used to determine the SRB
separation time.
Table 4.10-1. 360T004 (STS-30R) Instrumentation
LH RH
Parameter OF__II GE___I HTR OF___[ GEI HTR Total
Pressure 3 3 6
Temperature 54* 12 54* 12 132
138
*Includes igniter heater sensors
4.10.2 GEI/OFI Performance
The GEI instrumentation on flight set 360T004 consisted of 108 resistance temperature devices
(RTD), which monitor motor case and igniter temperature while the motor is on the pad. The
gage locations were previously shown in Figures 4.8-7 and 4.8-9 through 4.8-11. Of the 108 GEl
gages, 106 (98.2 percent) were functioning before launch. (All GEI are disconnected by breakaway
umbilicals at SRB ignition and are not operative during flight). Tables 4.10-2 and 4.10-3 are the
GEI lists, and also include the gage losses and those that consistently read differently from
surrounding gages.
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The OFI consists of three OPTs on each forward dome, as shown previously in Figure 4.8-7.
The results of the 75-percent calibration (performed at T - 1.5 hr) verified all readings were well
within the 740- to 804-psia allowable range and are listed below.
360Q004A (LH) 360H004B (RH)
Ga_e Reading Ga_e Reading
B47P1300C 767.8 B47P2300C 769.8
B47P1301C 767.8 B47P2301C 769.8
B47P1302C 761.8 B47P2302C 761.8
4.10.3 Heater Sensor Performance
Evaluation of the field joint heaters and heater sensor performance was discussed previously in
Section 4.8.3. Table 4.10-4 lists the joint heater sensors. The gage locations were shown
previously in Figure 4.8-8.
4.10.4 S&A Device Rotation Times
Table 4.10-5 includes the arm and safe delta times for the S&A device functional test performed
prior to the STS-30 countdown. It can be seen that all values are less than the required 2.0 sec.
Table 4.10-6 lists the arm and safe times during the aborted and actual launch sequence (at
T - 5 rain). As was the case with the functional test, all values are less that 2.0 sec.
4.11 RSRM HARDWARE ASSESSMENT (FEWG report Paragraph 2.11.2)
4.11.1 Insulation Performance
4.11.1.1 Summary. The factory joint weatherseals appeared to be in good condition with the
exception of the 360Q00A aft segment stiffener-to-stiffener joint, aft segment stiffener-to-dome joint,
and forward center factory joint weatherseal unbonds. All weatherseal unbonds resulted from
splashdown loads. No gas paths through the case-to-nozzle joint polysulfide adhesive or any other
anomalous joint conditions were identified. The internal insulation in all six of the case field joints
also performed as designed, with no anomalous conditions. There were no clevis edge separations
that were recordable (over 0.1 in.). This was the first flight hardware set yielding no edge
separations upon disassembly at KSC. No evidence of hot gas penetration through any of the
acreage insulation or severe erosion patterns was identified. A complete insulation performance
evaluation is in Volume III of this report,
4.11.1.2 External Insulation
Factory Joint Weatherseals. The factory joint weatherseals appeared to be in good condition.
Normal heat effects and discoloration were evident on both aft segment weatherseals.
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Table 4.10-6.
Command
LH Arm Command
B55K3000X1
RH Arm Command
B55K4000Xl
LH Safe Command
B55K3002Xl
RH Safe Command
B55K4002Xl
S&A Device Activity Times for 360T004 (STS-30R)--
28 Apr 1989 (aborted launch attempt)
GMT Response GMT Delta (sec)
LH Arm
182402.214 B55K1842X1 182402.979 0.765
LH Arm
182402.374 B55K2842Xl 182403.419 1.045
LH Safe
182940.613 B55K1843Xl 182941.579 0.966
LH Safe
182940.853 B55K2843Xl 182941.820 0.967
4 May 1989 (at T - 5 min)
Rotation LH 0.400 sec
RH 0.600 sec
Command to Arm LH 0.765 sec
RH 1.245 sec
The weatherseal on the 360Q00A aft segment stiffener-to-stiffener joint was unbonded on the
aft edge in 14 separate places. The largest unbond extended 35.0 in. circumferentially. Most of
the unbonds extended axially to the pin retainer band, and all of the unbonded areas exhibited
adhesive failure at the Chemlok e 205-to-case interface. The pin retainer band was also stretched
and displaced, leaving the pins visible in several locations. The total unbond area covered
approximately 31 percent of the circumference on the aft edge. One similar unbond was present
on the 360Q004A aft segment stiffener-to-dome factory joint weatherseal. It was located at 278 deg
and measured 3.75 in. circumferentially and extended axially to the pin retainer band.
Another unbond was found on the aft edge of the 360Q004A forward center factory joint
weatherseal. It was located at 28 deg and measured 1.2 in. circumferentially and 0.40 in. axially.
The unbonding occurred at splashdown and appears to be the result of a surface finish that was
too smooth.
Moisture was found dripping from under the weatherseal on the 360Q004A forward center
segment factory joint. The water appeared to have entered the weatherseal at the locations where
insulation cure thermocouple wires were routed between the weatherseal and the case. The
unbond described above was adjacent to the wires; however, the unbond was small and did not
extend to the pin retainer band. The weatherseal was very well bonded in all other areas. This
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same condition was noted on multiple segments of the 360L002 flight set and one segment of the
360L003 flight set. The closeout of the wire exit locations has been changed to eliminate problems
on future flights. No significant areas of missing EPDM insulation were noted on any factory joint
weatherseal.
Stiffener Stubs and Rings. The insulation over the stiffener stubs and rings was in good condition.
Normal heat effects and discoloration were evident on all surfaces, and there were no significant
areas of missing material. The EPDM was well bonded to the stiffener stubs and appeared to be
well bonded to the stiffener rings, as evidenced by the tap test of all exposed surfaces prior to and
after hydrolazing. The only exceptions were on the 360Q004A motor, where the stiffener rings
were buckled due to splashdown loads and the insulation was visibly unbonded. KSNA was
present on the ends of the ring segments after removal, indicating that hydrolazing was less severe
than on previous flights.
4.11.1.3 Case-to-Nozzle Joints. Based on the visual evaluation, both case-to-nozzle joints
performed well. No gas paths through the polysulfide adhesive or any other anomalous conditions
were identified. The polysulfide adhesive on the 360Q004A joint had only two measurable voids;
both were aft of the insulation step. The largest void was 1.02 in. axially by 0.40 in.
circumferentially. There were approximately 10 to 15 smaller (0.15 in. axial by 0.10 in.
circumferential) voids on the 360H004B joint; all were aft of the insulation step. None of the voids
on either joint received hot gas.
The 360Q004A and 360H004B polysulfide bondlines exhibited good cohesive failure of the
polysulfide bondline upon disassembly (360Q004A--70 percent; 360H004B--85 percent). The average
polysulfide vent slot fill was 68 percent on 360Q004A and 64 percent on 360H004B. These are
within the expected range.
4.11.1.4 Field Joints. The internal insulation in all six of the case field joints performed as
designed, and no anomalous conditions were identified. J-leg tip contact was evident over the full
circumference at each joint. Wet soot deposits extending down the bondline were noted on all of
the 360T004 field joints to a fairly uniform depth 0.3 to 0.4 in. into the bondline (outboard from
the remaining material). Similar wet sooting was noted further into the bondline on the 360L001
forward field joints and extended to the radius region. Wet sooting was also noted on 360L002 and
360L003. This sooting is believed to occur at reentry or splashdown during joint flexing.
There were no clevis edge separations that were recordable (over 0.1 in.). This hardware
was the first flight set yielding no edge separations upon disassembly at KSC. It is also the second
flight set to incorporate grit blasting of the inner clevis leg. The process appears to have
significantly improved the postfire edge separation condition. Some tang edge separations were
visibleon two fieldjoints.These willbe furtherevaluatedwhen the segments reach the Clearfield
H-7 facility.
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Clevis insulation cracks and crazing were noted on the radius region insulation of both aft
segments and both aft center segments. The noted conditions did not have any effect on the
function of the joint. Cracks and crazing will be further evaluated when the segments reach the
Clcarfield H-7 facility.
4.11.1.5 Igniter-W-Case Joints. The condition of the igniter boss insulation was excellent. An
evaluation of both 360Q004A and 360H004B insulation-to-case interfaces revealed no edge
separations. The molded insulation surface was in good condition, and both joints exhibited
normal erosion on the inboard surface. One blowhole through the putty on each igniter was
present. No adverse effects on the performance of the joint resulted from either of the blowholes.
4.11.1.6 Internal Acreage Insulation. The acreage insulation, including the internal insulation over
each of the factory joints, appeared in good condition during the preliminary evaluation. No
evidence of hot gas penetration through the insulation or severe erosion was identified.
Aft Segments. The aft segment nitrile hutadiene rubber (NBR) inhibitor stubs exhibited normal
erosion over approximately half of the circumference, but there was an area of uneven erosion on
each. These areas had a very short inhibitor stub with intermittent inhibitor pieces taller than
adjacent areas. A similar condition was also noted on the 360L002 and 360L003 aft segments.
There was one circumferential tear (3.20 in. long) and one radial tear (3.1 in. long) in the
360Q004A inhibitor. No charring or erosion was evident in the tear, indicating that the tear
occurred after motor burn.
Center Segments. One inhibitor tear greater than 3 in. radially was noted in the 360H004B aft
center segment inhibitor stub. Some radial tears were also noted in the forward center segment
NBR inhibitor stubs (six on 360Q004A and five on 360H004B). The tears in the forward center
segments ranged from 5.5 to 14.4 in. radially. The radial extent and frequency of the tears
identified in the inhibitor stubs are within the range of tears noted on past flight motors. The
edges of the tears demonstrated no material loss or erosion. This indicated that the tears occurred
after motor burn.
Forward Segments. The stress relief flap was present over the full circumference on both forward
segments but was heat affected and eroded. The castable inhibitors were completely missing over
the full circumference. Some axial tears were identified on the remaining heat-affected flaps of
both segments, similar to 360L001 and 360L003B forward segments, which had numerous flap
tears. The edges of the tears demonstrated no material loss or erosion. This indicated that the
tears occurred after motor burn. A final evaluation of the thermal performance of the insulation
will be accomplished after the internal insulation thicknesses are measured at the Clearfield H-7
facility.
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4.11.2 Case Component Performance
4.11.2.1 Summa .ry. Evaluation of the steel case indicated the hardware performed as expected
during flight. The 360H004B (RH) stiffener rings revealed no noticeable damage upon removal of
the stiffener stubs during postflight assessment. However, all three 360Q004A (LH) motor stiffener
stubs and segments experienced some outer ligament cracks and missing or broken bolts as a
result of splashdown loads. Complete case evaluation results are in Volume II of this report.
4.11.2.2 Stiffener Stubs, Stiffener Rings, and ETA Stubs. The cavity collapse load was centered at
approximately 260 deg for the LH motor. Cracks and bulges were observed in the K5NA and
EPDM of all three LH stiffener rings prior to their removal. (Coincidentally, the previous damage
overlapped with this flight's cavity collapse loading.) The cavity collapse load was centered at
approximately 330 deg for the RH motor.
Stiffener Stubs. A total of eight stiffener stub outer ligament cracks were observed on the LH
forward stiffener stub ring, four of which were identifed during prefire inspections. These older
LH forward stiffener stub outer ligament cracks are located at 174, 236, 238, and 342 deg. The
LH center stiffener stub had three new outer ligament cracks at 238, 284, and 286 deg. The aft
stiffener stub had one new outer ligament crack at 256 deg.
Stiffener Rings. The forward stiffener ring segments had a web crack at 256 deg and a total of 10
missing or broken bolts. The center stiffener ring had web buckles at 240, 246 and 285 deg, web
cracks at 256 and 264 deg, and a total of 19 missing or broken bolts. A total of 20 bolts were
missing or broken from the aft stiffener ring.
The RH stiffener rings revealed no noticeable damage upon removal from the stiffener stubs.
The aft side of the RH forward stiffener ring experienced one K5NA hairline crack.
ETA Stubs. There was no apparent damage to the ET attach stubs on either motor.
4.11.2.3 Forward Dome Boss. Both igniter-to-case joint forward dome bosses appeared in good
condition after igniter removal. No metal damage was apparent. Intermittent light corrosion was
found on the forward dome boss inboard of the primary seal footprint 360 deg.
4.11.2.4 Field Joints. The case field joint surface conditions were as expected. There was
intermittent minor corrosion on the unpainted surfaces of the outer clevis leg outside surface on all
of the case field joints. The corrosion was much less severe than on previous flights. Debris from
hydrolase operations was observed in most of the joints. Once again, fretting was observed on the
interference surfaces of the field joints. Only those indications which could be felt with the
fingernail test were reported as frets.
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Fretting was found on all field joints except the LH aft joint. Overall, this flight exhibited
fretting of a lesser magnitude than the last flight (360L003). The deepest pit measured was
0.007 inch. Figure 4.11-1 provides a subjective summary of the fretting.
4.11.2.5 Case-to-Nozzle Joint. The case-to-nozzle joint of both motors was in excellent condition.
There were no signs of metal damage to any of the sealing surfaces or boltholes and no
heat-affected metal, corrosion, or damaged bolts.
4.11.2.6 Aft Dome Boss. The case-to-nozzle joint aft dome boss metal of both motors was free of
corrosion and damage. The axial and radial bolts were detorqued without incident. The ultrasonic
bolt preload inspection revealed that most bolts remained within _+10 percent of preflight values.
Radial bolts on the LH motor showed an average increase in preload of 10 percent, while axial
bolts on the LH motor showed little or no change in preload values. Radial bolts on the RH motor
showed an average increase in preload of 12 percent, while axial bolts on the RH motor showed a
preload average decrease of 10 percent.
4.11.3 Seals Performance
4.11.3.1 Summary. Evaluation of the field and factory joints indicated the internal seals performed
as expected during flight. All internal seals clearly appeared to have performed well, with no hot
gas leakage evident. A complete evaluation is in Volume IV of this report.
4.11.3.2 External Factory and Field Joints. There was no evidence of combustion product leakage
from any joint.
4.11.3.3 Aft Exit Cone Field Joint. All aft exit cone field joint components on both motors were
in good condition. The O-rings were free from erosion, heat effect, or any other damage and the
sealing surfaces and O-ring glands were devoid of soot, debris, or damage. The grease condition
was nominal. No RTV pressure paths or soot past the RTV were observed. Light, intermittent
oxidation was observed on the forward face of the aft exit cones between the O-ring grooves. All
other metal surfaces were in good condition.
4.11.3.4 Case Field Joints. Inspection of the field joint seals revealed no anomalous conditions.
All motor pressure was contained by the insulation J-joint. No corrosion or damage was found on
any of the O-ring sealing surfaces. The V2 filler was also found to be in excellent condition. None
of the vent ports were obstructed by the V 2 filler. The grease application appeared to be per
design. Typical corrosion was noted on unpainted surfaces of the joints outside of the sealing
areas; however, the corrosion was light and less severe than observed on the three previous RSRM
flights.
4.11.3.5 OPT Special Bolt and Special Bolt Plug Seals. There was no evidence of gas leakage past
the primary seals on any of the OPTs. The LH and RI-I primary seals saw pressure but there was
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no soot observed on them. Soot deposits were observed on the tips of the transducer threads. All
of the seals performed nominally.
All four LH ignitor special bolts experienced typical light soot up to the primary O-ring and
on the ends of the special bolts. All four RH ignitor special bolts experienced typical light soot up
to the primary O-ring and on the ends of the special bolts. The ignitor special bolt at 40 deg had
medium corrosion on the end of the bolt and around through the hole. Special bolt primary seals
were in excellent condition and performed as designed. Special bolt plug seals were also in
excellent condition.
4.11.3.6 Ignition System Joint. The S&A and inner ignitor gasket seals revealed no erosion, heat
effect, debris, soot, or damage. The S&A primary gasket seals did see pressure. Soot was observed
on both the forward and aft face of the RH gasket faces up to the primary seal. No soot was
observed past the primary seal of either S&A gasket. Corrosion was observed inboard of the
primary seals on both sides of each S&A gasket intermittently around the circumference. The
putty in the adaptor-to-ignitor chamber joint was free of blowpaths on both motors; thus, there
were no pressure paths or soot to the inner gasket primary seals.
The LH adaptor-to-ignitor outer gasket forward face sustained a cut on the secondary seal at
285 deg (also discussed in Section 4.1 as IFA STS-30-M-2). The cut was approximately 0.100 in.
long by 0.010 in. wide by 0.030 in. deep and started at the center of the crown, extending radially
inward. Corrosion due to hot gas impingement was found on the inner edge of the LH outer
gasket at 225 deg. Intermittent light corrosion was observed on both forward dome bosses inboard
of the primary seal footprints and medium corrosion was found on the interior bare surface of the
forward dome boss intermittently over 360 deg. There was no soot to the primary seal of the LH
gasket. Soot was observed to the aft face primary seal of the RH gasket but not past. The LH
ignitor inner joint Stat-O-Seals ° experienced typical disassembly damage; however, a flow line was
found on the 100-deg special bolt Stat-O-Seal °. (Flow line is a minor imperfection formed when
the Stat-O-Seal ® is compressed from bolt torquing. This anomaly was identified to occur only on a
select lot of Stat-O-Seals °, which have all been replaced.)
The RH ignitor inner joint Stat-O-Seals* experienced typical disassembly damage.
4.11.3.7 Case-to-Nozzle Joint. The overall joint condition was excellent on both motors. Motor
pressure was halted at the polysulfide adhesive, leaving the fluorocarbon O-rings untouched. The
RH nozzle wiper O-ring was cut in half at 210 dog. During disassembly the O-ring caught on the
GSE jack screw.
4.11.3.8 Vent Port Plugs. The case field joint and case-to-nozzle joint vent port plugs and seals on
both motors were in excellent condition. All but one LH vent port plug showed typical primary O-
ring extrusion damage caused by assembly. The LH center joint secondary vent port plug O-ring
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experiencedsome assembly extrusiondamage. Thiswas causedby a discrepantport, The
secondarysealsurfacewas too shallow.The LH aftfieldjointvent portplug had some lighthex
marring. The vent portplug O-ringsshowed no evidenceofheateffect,and the fluorocarbon
O-rings,glands,and metal surfacesofthe plugswere freeofsoot,debris,and corrosion.
All RH vent portplugsshowed typicalprimary O-ringextrusiondamage causedby assembly.
The RH aftfieldjointvent portplughad some intermittentmedium corrosionon the plug hex
head. The vent portplug O-ringsshowed no evidenceof heateffect.The fluorocarbonO-rings,
glands,and metal surfacesofthe plugswere freeof soot,debris,and corrosion.
4.11.3.9Leak Check Port Plug. The casefieldjointand case-to-nozzlejointleakcheck portplugs
and sealson both motors were ingood condition.None ofthe leaktestplug O-ringsshowed any
evidenceof heateffect.The fluorocarbonO-rings,glands,and metal surfacesofthe plugswere free
ofsoot,debris,and corrosion.Both LH and RH igniterjointplugand plug holeswere in excellent
conditionin the adapter-to-caseand adapter-to-chamberjoints.
4.11.4 Nozzle Performance
4.11.4.1Summary. Postflightevaluationindicatedboth nozzlesperformedas expectedduring
flight,with typicalsmooth and uniform erosionprofiles.The 360Q004A (LH) nozzleexperienced
high impact loadsdue to improper chutedeployment,which resultedin a snubbed nozzle(as
discussedin IFA STS-30-M-3,Section4.1).A completeevaluationisinVolume V ofthisreport.
4.11.4.2360Q004A (LH) Nozzle
Splashdown Damage. The LH nozzleexperiencedhighimpactloadsdue to improper parachute
deployment. Examination ofthe nozzleshowed thatitwas in a snubbed position.Most ofthe
snubber assembly (boththe snubber segments and the snubber supportring)was detachedfrom
the forward exitcone housing. At 248 deg,the snubber ringand segments were displacedforward
approximately10 in.(forwardofthe throat-to-forwardexitcone internalnozzlejoint).Portionsof
the snubber assembly were wedged againstthe bearingaftend ring. One snubber retainerwas
observedmissing,and the shearedsnubber retainerboltheadswere observedintermittentlyaround
the circumference.Attempts were made to desnub the nozzleby placingradialloadson the aft
exitcone assembly. Loads up to 8,000Ibwere used unsuccessfully.The forwardnozzleassembly
was removed from the aftdome and shippedtothe Clearfieldfacilitywith the nozzlein the
snubbed position.
Aft ExitCone. The 360Q004A aftexitcone was severedby the LSC duringparachutedescent.
The radialcut through the glass-clothphenolic(GCP) appeared nominal,with no anomalies
observed.The entirecarbon-clothphenolic(CCP) linerwas missingand portionsofthe GCP
insulatorwere tornand delaminated.These are typicalposfflightobservations,and occurduring
exitcone severanceand at splashdown. The exposedGCP pliesshowed no signsofheat effect.
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The 45-deg actuator bracket showed gouge marks on the inside diameter (ID) of one of the
bushings. This occurred during actuator pin removal. The other bushing was removed from the
bracket during actuator demate. Minor paint scratches were also observed. None of the screws
appeared loose.
The 135-deg actuator bracket also showed gouges on the ID of both bushings due to actuator
pin removal. Paint scrapes and minor metal gouges were observed along the center portion of the
bracket. None of the screws appeared loose.
There were no separations observed between the polysulfide and the aft exit cone shell.
Postflight measurements of the polysulfide groove radial width showed that the GCP insulator did
not pull away from the aluminum shell during cooldown. The average postfiight radial width of
the polysulfide groove was 0.19 inch. The polysulfide appeared to shrink axially aft up to
0.05 inch. A layer of polysulfide (approximately 0.015 in. thick) was found lying loose on top of the
polysulfide groove intermittently around the circumference. It was determined that these were
standard repaired areas to which polysulfide was added after the initial groove fill. Portions of the
repairedareaswere stillbonded tothe base material.
Forward Exit Cone Assembly. The STS-30 IXI forwardexitcone CCP linerwas intactand did not
exhibithe typicalmissingCCP alongthe centerportion.A postburn wedgeout ofcharredCCP
was observedon the forward0.7in.from 225 to 280 deg. Other postburnwedgeouts and impact
marks were observedintermittentlyalongthe lengthand on the aft2 in.ofthe cone. Many
delaminationsalongthe CCP pliesextendedallthe way to the GCP, but therewere no indications
offlowor heat effects.These delaminationsare attributedto postburn cooldown linershrinkage.
Typicaldimpled erosionwas observedon the aft12 in.and measured approximately0.1in.deep
radially.
Bondlineseparationson the aftend between the CCP and GCP were observedfrom 180 to
300 deg (0.40in.maximum radialwidth)and between the steelshelland the EA 913NA adhesive
at 195 deg (0.03in.radialwidth). These are typicalobservationswhich occur postburn.
The forward exitcone housingoutsidediameter(OD) impactedagainstthe fixedhousing/aft
end ringscrew heads from 217.5to 303.75deg at splashdown. Paint scrapedoffat theselocations,
but therewas no apparentmetal damage to the forward exitcone housing. Closerinspectionswill
takeplaceduringnozzleinternaljointdemate at Clearfield.
Throat Assembly. Erosionofthe 360Q004A throatand throatinletringswas smooth and uniform,
with no wedgeouts or popped-up,charredCCP materialobserved.Intermittentpostburn impact
marks were noted on the throat ring. Throat diameter measurements will be taken at Clearfield
during internal joint disassembly operations.
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Nose InletAssembly. The 360Q004A forwardnose (-503)and aftinlet(-504)ringsshowed smooth
erosion,with no pocketsor wash areasobserved.One postburnwedgeout was found on the
forward 1.3in.ofthe -504ringat 355 deg and measured 5.3in.circumferentially.Slag deposits
were noted on the -503ringand the forwardtipofthe nose cap from 90 to 210 deg.
The nose cap exhibitedtypicalminor wash areason the forward 12 in.(0.10in.maximum
radialdepth). Postburn popped-up CCP was observedon the aft2 in.intermittentlyaround the
circumference.Postburn wedgeouts on the aft2 in.occurredfrom 6 to 32 deg and 126 to 205 deg,
and measured 0.75in.deep radially.
Cowl Ring. The 360Q004A cowl ringshowed the typicalerraticerosionseen on previouspostburn
RSRM cowl rings.The forward6 in.ofthe ringerodeda maximum of0.10in.more than the aft
end. There were no wedgeouts or popped-up CCP observed.All cowl ventholeswere pluggedwith
sootand slag.
Outer Boot Ring. The 360Q004A outerbootring(OBR) showed smooth erosion,with no
wedgeouts. Impact marks (most likelyfrom loosedebrisinsidethe motor at splashdown)were
noted intermittentlyon the aftend ofthe OBR. TypicaldelaminationsintocharredCCP were
found on the afttip.The afttipadjacentto the flexbootwas fracturedand wedged-out
intermittentlyaround the circumference.The cowl/OBR bondlineremained intact.
Fixed Housing Assembly. The 360Q004A fixedhousinginsulationerosionwas smooth and
uniform. The forward2 in.ofthe fixedhousingshowed typicalpostburn radialdepth ofthe
wedgeouts was 0.5inch. There were no bondlineseparationsobservedon the aftend ofthe fixed
housing.
The fixedhousing/aftend ringscrew heads from 217.5to 303.75deg were flattenedon the
sidesdue toimpactwith the forward exitcone housingatsplashdown.
The fixedhousingaftflangeshowed no damage to the metal surfaces,boltholes,or O-ring
grooves.No corrosionofthe flangesurfacewas observed.
Aft ExitCone FieldJoint.The RTV was below the jointcharlineand reachedthe primary O-ring
360 deg circumferentially.The primary O-ringdid not see pressure.Lightaluminum oxide
corrosionwas observedon the aftexitcone forwardend between the primary and secondaryO-ring
groovesintermittentlyaround the circumference,but no pittingwas observed.
4.11.4.3360H004B (RH) Nozzle
Splashdown Damage. The RH nozzlewas in verygood conditionand did not exhibitany
indicationsofabnormal splashdown loads.
Aft ExitCone. The 360H004B aftexitcone was severedby the LSC duringparachutedescent.
The radialcut through the GCP appeared nominal,with no anomaliesobserved.The aft18 in.of
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the CCP liner was missing and portions of the GCP insulator were torn and delaminated. The
exposed GCP piles showed no signs of heat effect. The forward 28 in. of the CCP liner was still
intact and exhibited postburn wedgeouts typically 0.5 in. deep radially on most of its surface. The
forward 1 to 2 in. also showed wedgeouts 360 deg circumferentially. These are typical postflight
observations and occur during exit cone severance and at splashdown.
The aft exit cone forward end showed separations (0.09in. maximum radialwidth) at the
GCP/CCP interfacefrom 24 to 65, 90 to 116, 174 to 199, and 240 to 335 deg. Minor metal
disassembly damage was observed on the aft exitcone shellforward end 281-deg bolthole (0.01in.
raised metal), and on the OD surface centered at 109 deg (0.02in. deep radially).
The 45-deg actuator bracket showed minor metal gouges and paint scrapes along the bottom
center portion.There was no other damage to the bracket or bushings. None of the screws
appeared loose.
The 135-deg actuator bracket also showed paint scrapes on the bottom center portion, but
there was no metal damage to the bracket or bushings. None of the screws appeared loose.
There were no separations observed between the polysulfideand the aft exit cone shell.
Postflightmeasurements of the polysulfidegroove radialwidth showed the GCP insulator did not
pull away from the aluminum shellduring cooldown. The average posfflightradialwidth of the
polysulfidegroove was 0.16 inch. The polysulfideappeared to shrink axiallyaft up to 0.06 in. No
loose layers of polysulfidewere observed in the groove.
Forward Exit Cone Assembly. The 360H004B forward exitcone CCP linerwas intactand did not
exhibitthe typicalmissing CCP along the center portion. A postburn wedgeout of charred CCP
was observed 10 in. aft of the forward end from 80 to 140 deg and measured 4 in.long axiallyand
1.5 in. deep radially.One other postburn wedgeout centered at 170 deg was located 1 in.foI_vard
of the aft end and measured 0.5 in. axially, 0.6 in. radially, and 8.5 in. circumferentially. Many
delaminations along the CCP plies extended all the way to the GCP, hut there was no indication of
flow or heat effects. These delaminations are attributed to postburn cooldown liner shrinkage.
Typical dimpled erosion was observed on the aft 15 in. and measured approximately 0.1 in. deep
radially.
Bondline separations on the aft end were noted between the CCP and GCP at 345 deg
(0.02 in. wide radially) and between the EA 913NA adhesive and GCP at 75 deg (0.02 in. wide
radially). These are typical observations which occur postburn.
Throat Assembly. Erosion of the 360H004B throat and throat inlet rings was smooth and uniform,
with no wedgeouts or popped-up, charred CCP material observed. Intermittent postburn impact
marks were noted on the throat ring. The largest was at 180 deg and measured 1.8 in.
circumferentially, 1.9 in. axially, and 0.1 in. radially. Throat diameter measurements will be taken
at Clearfield during internal joint disassembly operations.
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Nose InletAssembly. The 360H004B forwardnose (-503)and aftinlet(-504)ringsshowed smooth
erosion,with no pocketsorwash areas,wedgeouts,or popped-upmaterialobserved.Intermittent
smallimpact marks (postburn)were found intermittentlyon the -504ring. These were typically
0.2in.in diameter.Slagdepositswere noted on the -503 ringand the forwardtipofthe nose cap
from 90 to 0 to 290 deg.
The nose cap exhibitedtypicalminor wash areason the forward 12 in.(0.20in.maximum
radialdepth). Postburn popped-up CCP was observedon the aft2 in.intermittentlyaround the
circumference.Postburn wedgeouts on the aft2 in.occurredfrom 62 to 93, 105 to 116,138 to
176,and 273 to 322 deg,and measured 0.50in.deep radially.
Cowl Ring. The 360H004B cowl ringshowed the typicalerraticerosionseen on previouspostburn
RSRM cowl rings,althoughnot as pronounced in some areas. The forward4 in.ofthe ring
erodeda maximum of0.10in.more than the aftend. There were no wedgeouts or popped-up
CCP observed.Allcowl ventholeswere pluggedwith sootand slag.
Outer Boot Ring. The 360H004B OBR showed smooth erosion,with no wedgeouts. Many
delaminationsofcharredCCP alongthe 35-degpliesoccurredon the flowsurface.Typical
delaminationsintocharredCCP were found on the afttip.The afttipadjacentto the flexboot
was fracturedand wedged out 360 deg circumferentially.The cowl/OBR bondlineremained intact.
Fixed Housing Assembly. The 360H0(HB fixedhousinginsulationerosionwas smooth and
uniform. The forward2 in.ofthe fixedhousingshowed typicalposthurn radialdepth ofthe
wedgeouts was 0.5inch. There were no bondlineseparationsobservedon the aftend ofthe fixed
housing. During case-to-nozzled mate,the GCP on both sidesofthe wiper O-ringgroovewas
chippedat 209 and 336 deg. The wiper O-ringwas alsocut attheselocations.
The fixedhousingaftflangeshowed no damage to the metal surfaces,boltholes,or O-ring
grooves. No corrosionofthe flangesurfacewas observed.
Aft ExitCone FieldJoint.The RTV was below thejointcharline360 deg circumferentiallyand
reachedthe primary O-ringfrom 214 to 0 to 139 deg. There were no blow pathsin the joint,and
the primary O-ringdid not see pressure.Lightaluminum oxidecorrosionwas observedon the aft
exitcone forwardend between the primary and secondaryO-ringgroovesintermittentlyaround the
circumference.No pittingwas observed.
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